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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is divided into two main portions. The first

is devoted to the question of tonnage ratings, the second

to utilization of motive power.

The matter of tonnage rating has been considered

quite fully, both in its general aspects, and as applied to

the Boston and Maine Railroad. The various methods in

common use are discussed in some detall, and the adjusted

tonnage method has been treated very fully, with descrip-

tions of various mathematical methods of establishing such

ratings where no test data is available, A number of in-

cidental factors which enter into the establishment of

ratings have also been considered,

Time did not permit a full study of the second

question, but a general survey was made of the factors en-

tering into motive power utilization, with a few specific

cases to indicate a method applicable to a thorough study,

The impossibility of making a full study was due in large

part to the form in which the records of the Boston and

Maine Rallroad touching on freight train performance are

kept. A form has been made up which, if used, will permit

a full study to be made at any time, either of individual

trains, or of the situation as a whole,

The author takes pleasure in acknowledging the assistance

civen by the officials and employees of the Operating Depart-
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ment, the Bureau of Statistics, and the Engineering Depart-

ment of the Boston and Maine Railroad for their helpful

attitude in giving free access to any desired records, and

for their suggestions on various points,

Use was also made of the mimeographed notes on tonnage

ratings used in the fourth year course in Railroad

Transportation at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Definitions:

Car Rating:- The method of establishing the haulage capacity

of locomotives by assigning to each class a definite number of

cars regardless of the weight of the cars, the assignment

varying with the ruling grade of the run. Now obsolete in

freight service, though sometimes used in passenger service,

Flat Tonnage Rating:= The method of establishing the

haulage capacity of locomotives by means of assigning to

each class a definite number of gross tons, regardless of

the average weight of the cars in the train, the assignment

varying with the ruling grade of the run,

Adjusted Tonnage Rating:- The method of establishing the

haulage capacity of locomotives by means of a fictitious

weight of cars consisting of the actual gross tonnage of the

car, plus an additional number of tons, which is a constant

for all weights of cars for a given ruling grade,

Canadian Pacific Tormula:- The method of establishing the

haulage capacity of locomotives based on the assumption that
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the car with the lowest gross resistance is one in which

the weight of the lading is twice the tare weight of the

car, The rating is the actual tonnage of such cars, and

if lighter cars occur, the actual gross tonnage is increased

by a percentage of the difference between the tare weight

and half of the weight of the lading.

Mean Resistance Ratio:- The method of establishing the

haulage capacity of locomotives that is based on the resist-

ance of an average weight car, lighter cars having their

weight increased and heavier cars their weight decreased

by a percentage that increases as the weight departs from

the normal or average value, JO tons is commonly taken

as the average, This method requires a special computing

machine,

Passenger Rating:- A rating given locomotives in passenger

service, allowing for the high speed of the service,

Car PFactor:- The amount by which the actual gross tonnage

of a car is increased to find the adjusted tonnage of the

car, A constant depending only on the ruling grade over

which the train will pass,

Ruling Grade:- The grade in a rating district which limits

the tonnage which a locomotive can haul, It may not be the

steepest grade, if a sharp curve occurs on a slightly flatter

grade, or if the steepest grade is short enough to be

operated as a momentum grade, or so short that it is equi-

valent to a flatter grade (See "Equivalent Grade'),
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Equivalent Grade:- The hypothetical grade resulting from

reducing a steep grade, shorter than the normal train

length, to compensate for the fact that only part of the

train is on the steep portion,



TONNAGE RATING
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TONNAGE RATING

The tonnage rating tables of the Boston and Maine

Railroad, as published at the present time (employees!

timetable #8, effective April 26, 1931), contain many

errors, both basic and incidental, and on the whole are

in a very poor condition,

Locomotive Classification

Included in the "General Special Instructions® in

the back of the timetable are two tables headed "Tonnage

Rating Classification of Locomotives" and "Tonnage Rating

Olassification of Switchers. These tables divide all of

the motive power into 14 classes for the purpose of assigning

tonnage ratings, These classes are designated by numbers,

For example, the number &amp;5 presumably indicates that the

engines in this class have &amp;5% of the tractive effort of

those in class 100, The latter class is made up of

consolidation type (2-8-0) engines, known as type K-8&amp;d

on the Boston and Maine, which have a rated tractive effort

of 40,500 pounds.

However, in many cases, there is a wide variation

between the actual percentages of tractive effort and the

classes in which the locomotives are placed, Table I indi-

cates the actual situation as it exists at present. In some

cases the actual variation is worse than the table indicates,

For example, the B-15 and B-15a types with 62.5% tractive

effort are placed in class 70 along with the P-1 and P-2
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types, which have 78.0% tractive effort, However, the

smaller engines are not superheated, and so should have

their rating reduced rather than increased. The result

is that, in order to have a rating that the smallest engine

in the class can handle, the 70 class is assigned only about

66% of the X-83 rating, though this is really too high for

the B~-15's, while the P-1 and P-2 engines are given 20%

less than their capacity.

TABLE I

Comparison of B, &amp; M., Tonnage Rating Classification
with the Actual Percentage of Rated Tractive Effort,

Type K-84 considered as 100%

Bs &amp; MM, Class

“0
45
60

65

70

20
85

100
105
115
125

140
172
200

210

Percent T E,.

42,5
45,0
53.1
53.8

21.0O( ¢

59.
62.5
78.0
[7.4
719.5
382.5

100.0
122, U4»
119.0124,11
126.0
140,0
176.0
201.0
205.0

Engine Types

A-U0c
A-Ulabedef
C-15h
J-1,J-labcdef
C-10
C-19bc
g=-21de
B-15, B=-15abc
p-1ab,p2-bed
G-1lla
G-11b
K-5a,K-6b,K-7,K-7abe
K-84
P-3a
K-8bc
H-lg
H-2a,
H-3a(without booster)
S8-lab(without booster)
T-lab
S-lab (with booster)
H-3a (with 2 boosters)

*This percentage is allowing 12,000 pounds tractive effort
for the Booster,

The 40 and U5 classes are not shown in Timetable #8, the
data being taken from Timetable #7.
See Appendix A for further details of these locomotives,



Of course the "P" type locomotives are used only in

passenger service, and the rating tables would not really

apply to this service, But that being the case, why show

them at all? They certainly cannot handle the assigned

rating in a passenger train, while if they should be used in

freight service, if given only their rating they would not

be fully utilized. A better method would be to assign

freight ratings to all motive power, determine the percentage

of the freight rating that a locomotive can satisfactorily

handle in passenger service, and apply that percentage

to all such locomotives, A still better method would be

to develop a full set of passenger ratings and publish them

in addition to the freight ratings,

Table I shows that, unless some classes of engines

have rather basic design features not indicated in the leaf-

let "Locomotives and Tenders - Classification and Description®,

as published by the Mechanical Department of the Boston

and Maine, some of them are badly underrated, and others

as badly overrated, in the general assignment into tonnage

claseifications,

PassengerRatings
Due to the higher speed required in passenger service,

it is impossible for a locomotive in that service to handle

freight ratings. An example illustrating this is given

below,



Assume a district with a ruling grade of 1.09%, corres-

ponding to that from East Deerfield to East Gardner,

Massachusetts. Basing all computations of train resistance

on the tables produced by Professor Schmidt as a result of

his experiments under the auspices of the University of

Illinois Experiment Station, and using the data for a P=2

locomotive, the following results are obtained:

Slow Freight - 50-ton cars - 14 m,p.h. . . 953 tons or
19 cars

Fast Freight - 50-ton cars - 30 m.p.h. . . 632 tons or
12 cars

Passenger ~ 65-ton cars - 45 m.p.h. . . 394 tons or
6 cars

A speed of U5 miles per hour was picked for the passenger

train as that is the speed required of the eastbound "Minute

Man" to maintain its schedule over the grade involved.

That the assumptions of train resistance are on the safe

side is demonstrated by the fact that this train, with six

cars, is being handled by an engine of this type regularly,

Furthermore, two of the six cars are pullmans and one is a

dining car, so that the gross weight of the train is nearer

425 tons than 390.

The current rating for this type of engine is 775 tons,

while 78% of the 100-class rating for the district is 9&amp;7

tons, or slightly more than the engine can handle according

to the above; and 80%, in which class the engine should

nominally fall, is 1012 tons, or 6.1% in excess of the above

theoretical figures, while the passenger train that it is

actually handling is 9.0% in excess of the theoretical value,
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In the above example, the "Passenger Percentage would

be 42, In other words, the engine in Passenger service

should handle 42% of the slow freight rating. A more detailed

exposition of this passenger percentage is given in Appendix K,

TonnageRatings
Turning to the tonnage rating tables published in the

timetable, we find them to be in fully as chaotic a condition

as the locomotive classification, The locomotives are at

present divided into 14 classes, ranging from 40% to 210%,

Of these the Fitchburg Division tables show only 6; the New

Hampshire Division, &amp;; and the Portland Division, 5. The

individual ratings for the various districts were originally

intended to be definite percentages of the 100-class rating;

e.g., the 115-class should be 115% of the 100-class, etc,

(This will not be strictly true where the effect of train

length on the "Effective Ruling Grade® is considered. This

will be discussed more in detail below). However, as indi-

cated previously, these class numbers do not correspond exactly

to the percentage tractive effort of the various types of

locomotives, This fact has been recognized in some cases,

and not in others, In Table II are given the summarized

results of a complete check-up on the percentages actually

in use, The 100-class rating has been taken as 100%, and the

ratio of all other classes for which ratings are published

have been computed for all districts, In the table, the

firet line indicates the class. The second indicates the
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percentage that should be used for that class in order that

the smallest engine of the class will not be overloaded.

Then are given the mean of all the figures of the division,

by divisions; the high extreme figures, the mean of the ten

highest; the mean of the ten lowest; and the extreme lows,

The 100-class is omitted, as it is the basis for the calcula-

tion of the others, and so would be 100 in all cases,

TABLE II

Comparison of Percentages of Ratings 1n Use with the
~~ Correct Percentages

Class A C 13 105 2” &amp;0 i 65 2Correct Percentage 109 17 57
Mean Figures

Fitchburg Div, 179
New Hampshire Div, =
Portland Div,

Extreme High
Fitchburg Div, 212
New Hampshire Div, --
Portland Div, -

Mean High
Fitchburg Div, 186
New Hampshire Div, --
Portland Div, i“

Mean Low
Fitchburg Div, 162
New Hampshire Div, ==
Portland Div, -

Extreme Low
Fitchburg Div, 1l-
New Hampshire Div, ==
Portland Div, oe
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Full details of these tables will be found in

Appendix OC,

The figure of 104% for the &amp;5-class rating on the

Fitchburg division is obviously an error, as no one would give

the &amp;5-class a higher rating than the 100-class over the same

rating district, One other obvious typographic error was

found.

It appears that in many cases the 115 and 105-classes

have been raised to a value that experience has indicated the

locomotives are capable of handling, without changing the

other classes to correspond. This situation is not as

serious as it might seem at first, in view of the fact that

the classes below the 85 are not used in road freight service

to any great extent, and in the few cases where they are used,

they are on local freights which would rarely be called upon

to handle a full tonnage train, The same is true to a

lesser extent of the &amp;5-class, and is somewhat true of the

100-class., In the case of the 105-class, only one locomotive

of this class remains in service (neglecting the P-3a type,

which is in passenger service only).

This leaves the 115, 175, and 200-classes as the

important 6nes. It appears from the above tabulation that no

ratings are given for the 200 class, and that ratings for

the 175-class are given for the Fitchburg Division only.

This is not strictly the case, as on the Fitchburg Division,

the statement is made that 175-class engines with booster
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may be given 11% higher ratings than those without. On the

basis of the averages given above, this would put the

200-class at 197% of the 100-class on this division. Also,

adjusted tonnage ratings are given for both 175 and 200-class

between Ayer and Mechanicville in both directions. On the

New Hampshire Division, flat ratings are given for both 175

and 200-class from Boston to Concord, N.H.,, and adjusted

tonnage ratings between Concord and Westboro in both direc-

tions, On the Portland Division, ratings for 175-class

both with and without boosters are given between Portland

and Boston, and between Portland and Worcester, in both

directions, and for 140 and 125-class between Boston and

Salem, and between Boston and Wilmington Ject., in both

directions, These Portland Division ratings are on a

flat basis, but a bulletin has been issued (dated September

30, 1929) giving the following additional Class "A" adjusted

tonnage ratings:

From Ayer to Portland for 200 and 175 classes
From Portland to Lowell for 200 and 175 classes
Also, on the Fitchburg Division and New Hampshire Division
Between Greenfield and Berlin for 115 and 105 classes

Accordingly, some sort of a tonnage rating, either

adjusted or flat, has been issued for the 200 and 175-class

engines for all portions of the system over which they can

operate except:
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From Winchendon to Gardner
Concord N,H., to Boston

and in both directions
Between Hoosick Jct. and North Bennington

Wilmington and Wilmington Jct,
Boston and Swampscott
Worcester and Nashua (via Portland Division)

Most of these districts are of little importance from the

standpoint of the operation of heavy power, Through Portland

to Boston freights run via Wilmington Jct. and Wilmington,

but the flat rating for other classes between those points

is 75% higher than the straight Portland to Boston rating,

80 there is no need of considering that distriet in loading

a locomotive, The other districts that are not covered are

not used to any extent for heavy power except fhat from

Concord N,H, to Boston, Here the rating is much higher

than from White River Junction to Concord, but with the present

helper service over the hard spots of the run, there might

at times be a question as to the possible tonnage for a

Santa Fe or Lima engine from Concord to Boston,

Looking at the other side of the picture, ratings are

published for 115-class engines on many of the branches which

are restricted to 70-class engines and even smaller, Ratings

are published for the entire system for 105-class engines

of which only one remains in freight service. Similarly,

the New Hampshire Division rating table shows ratings

throughout the division for U5-class engines, while the

table of "Tonnage Rating Classification of Locomotives® which

indicates the class to which types of engines are assigned,
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does not show any such class. (This refers to Timetable #3,

Timetable #7 indicates that a total of 46 engines should have

this assignment. They are all old engines, having been

built between 1895 and 1911, are of the 4-4-0 type, and

are used only in passenger service). As a matter of fact,

Timetable #8, in the classification table, makes no provision

for a total of 62 engines which are still in service, while

it mentions specifically, by number, several engines which

have been retired. It shows a H50-class, containing only

two engines (both in passenger service) but no ratings are

given for the class at any point, These two engines are

older than those formerly in class 45, which has been omitted,

though ratings are shown for the class on the New Hampshire

Division, as mentioned above,

The only other serious difficulty remaining in the

current tonnage rating tables is the fact that in a few

places on the Fitchburg division two ratings are shown for

175 and 200-class engines = both adjusted and flat. It is

an accepted fact that the adjusted tonnage rating is pre-

ferable to the flat rating. Accordingly, in the few cases

where the former have been established, all temptation to

make use of flat ratings should be removed by omitting them

from the tables, indicating by means of an asterisk,or other

sign, that adjusted ratings will be found for the district

in question, The same situation obtains between Greenfield,
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Mass., and Berlin, N.H,, on the old Connecticut River Division,

105 and 1ll5-class engines being involved. The adjusted

ratings, for this latter set do not appear in the Timetable,

having been issued in bulletin form in September, 1929,

It is very doubtful if they are being used at all at the

present time, = Appendix D contains all of the adjusted

tonnage ratings that are shown in Timetable #8.

Effective Grade

Appendix J contains a full discussion of the effect of

train length on the "Effective Ruling Grade". For present

purposes it will suffice to say that if a steep grade is

short (less than a train length), with appreciably flatter

grades at each end, then the longer the train passing over

the grade, the less effect the grade has on 1t, This is due

solely to the fact that only part of the train is on the

steep portion, the rest being on relatively flat grades; and

has no reference to so-called momentum grades,

Thus we see that as the engine class increases, the

effective ruling grade becomes less steep, Accordingly,

there would be some tendency in the case of engines of class

higher than 100 to show percentage ratings higher than their

tractive effort would indicate, and conversely in the case of

the lower class engines, This is only true if the ruling

grade is less than 5000 feet long (assuming a 125 car limit)

as the limiting case, the maximum length decreasing as the

steepness increases,
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This may account for some of the variations in the

percentages shown in Appendix OC, If the high classes

have high percentages, or the low classes low percentages

within certain limits - it may be for this reason,

Adjusted Tonnage Rating

As stated above, it is an accepted fact that adjusted

tonnage ratings are vastly preferable to the more common

flat ratings. COonsideration of the matter of train resist-

ance will show why this is the case. If the Schmidt's

tables of car resistance be considered accurate, (and they

are as good as any available), the rolling resistance on

straight level track of a 20-ton car (an empty) at 25 miles

per hour is 9.3 pounds per ton, while that of a 70-ton car

(a heavy load) at the same speed is only 4,1 pounds per ton,

As a result of this, a locomotive with 21,900 pounds tractive

effort available at the drawbar at 25 miles per hour on

straight level track, (corresponding to a Boston and Maine

type K-81, or 100-class) would be able to handle the following

trains, if composed of cars of the average weights given,

on a division with an equivalent ruling grade of 0.5%, com-

pensated for curvature:

20-ton cars ~ resistance 19.3% per
Jo-ton cars - resistance 16,0# per

Cg cars - resistance 14,1# perSee Appendix B-~-l1l for computations
*Resistances include 10 pounds per ton grade resistance.

ton* - 1040 tons, (52 cars
ton* - 1255 tons, (31 cars

tor’ - 1425 tons, (20 cars
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In other words, an engine under these conditions of grade and

speed, can handle 37% greater tonnage of heavily loaded cars

than it can of empties, This difference becomes greater

as the ruling grade becomes less steep, and vice versa. The

limiting case would be a division with a descending "ruling

grade of 0.205%, on which the engine could handle an infinite

tonnage of heavily loaded cars (i.e., the train would roll

down the hill, once it was started), while it could handle

only 4210 tons of empties. This is, of course, an absurd

case which would never occur in practice, but it serves to

illustrate the situation,

If flat ratings are to be used, the question arises

as to which tonnage is to be used, that for 20-ton cars,

or for 70-ton cars, or some in-between figures, as that

given for 40-ton cars, assuming that 4O-tons is the average

car weight occurring in the given direction on this district,

If the last expedient is used, and it is probably the most

practical, then if a train happens to be made up with an

average car weight below 40 tons, the locomotive will be

overloaded, and cannot make its time, while if the train is

composed of heavy cars, the locomotive will not be fully

utilized,

On the other hand, if an adjusted rating of 1665 tons,

with a car factor of 12 is assigned, the locomotive will

have full tonnage under all conditions of car weight, (The

adjusted tonnage of a train is the actual tonnage, increased
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by the number of cars multiplied by the car factor). Thus

the above three trains will have the following adjusted

tonnages:

20-ton cars - 1040 + (12 x 52) = 1665
4o-ton cars - 1255 + (12 x 31) = 1638
70-ton cars - 1425 + (12 x 20) = 1665

¥Adjusted TonsH
"Adjusted Tons
"Adjusted Tonsh

It will be noted that in the case of the 40-ton cars,

the figure is not exact, though one more car would exceed

the rating. This is due to a combination of facts:-

i. The rate of variation of car resistance with
weight is not exactly a straight line, while the adjusted
tonnage rating method assumed that it is,

2. The car weight does not divide evenly into the
rating, and it is necessary to take the smaller number
disregarding all fractions,

se The car factor is commonly used as the nearest
whole number, which causes some variation from the theory.

The error is much smaller than the flat tonnage method of

rating produces, and the only method that would fully avoid

this small error is too laborious for practical use. (This

refers to the "Drawbar Pull Method", in which the rating is

the available drawbar pull, and the actual resistance of

each individual car is computed and the sum made to equal

the available drawbar pull).

Form of Tables

Another matter deserving consideration is the question

of the form of publication of ratings. As has been implied

in the foregoing, at the present time, the Boston and Maine

is putting their tonnage ratings in the Employees! Timetable,

under the heading of Gen=ral and Special Instructions. This
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has a number Of disadvantages:

+e It increases by four pages an already bulky
book, This is important from a standpoint of cost as
well as of convenience to employees,

2, It removes the feasibility of changing the
ratings between dates of publication of the timetable
(normally published every six months, more or less),

jo It places the tables in the hands of all em-
ployees, which is unnecessary, and in some cases
actually undesirable. Yard clerks, and the conductors
of local freights are the only men (other than officials
and junior officials) who have any occasion to use the
tables in general. While it is not really objectionable,
it is undesirable to place ratings in engineers hands,
as they will make use of them as an excuse for slow
running time or other trouble.

4, It makes the use of the tables inconvenient
a8 it is necessary to turn through several pages in the
back of the timetable to find the desired set of ratings,

Accordingly, it is desirable that they should be pub-

lished in a separate booklet. Some railroads publish them

in the form of blueprints, furnishing each employee only

those sheets which he will have occasion to use, This

probably is the cheapest form, having only the di~advantage

of poor legibility in bad light, such as is commonly found

in yard office and cabooses at night.

The Canadian Pacific publishes its tables in a small

booklet, about the size and shape of the various Air Brake

Instruction and similar booklets. This has the advantage

of convenience in handling, but necessitates small type,

and considerable abbreviation, They use the general form

of a timetable, listing the important stations along a route,
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and showing ratings between each pair of stations, rather

than giving one limiting rating for each district with the

statement that additional tonnage will be handled between

certain stations, without specifying what this additional

tonnage is. This method is very good, but requires more

work in the original preparation of the tables,

Probably the most convenient form for use would be

in a loose leaf book about &amp;" by 10%", listing after the

manner of the Canadian Pacific as cited above, giving only

the large stations, For example, the Fitchburg Division

Main Line would appear as follows:

TABLE III

Adjusted Tonnage Ratings for Single Locomotives

Between Car Class of Engines
Factor 200 175 115 100

Main Line,Eastbound
Rotterdam

Mechanicville

Johnsonville

North Adams

Bast Deerfield

East Gardner

Fitchburg

Ayer

w -

a

&lt;i

"2

J

7

7750 6750 4700 3950

S450 4750 3200 2700

bos0 3780 2550 2150

3850 3400 2300 1950

2710 2410 1610 1350

7750 6750 4700 3950

5100 5400 3600 3050

Wis0 3900 2650
Boston

The above are the "A'ratings., Weather allowances would be

shown as percentages of the WAY rating,
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The above ratings must not be considered as the cor-

rect ones, they were picked as being approximately correct,

for purposes of illustration only, It would be desirable,

in case this method were followed, to show the limiting

rating for an engine district in bold face type, so that it

could be picked out quickly.

Provision for Unknown Factors

The only remaining matter for consideration is the

question of the percentage of the theoretical rating that it

is safe to assign to an engine, The whole question of train

resistance is empirical, and subject to considerable error,

If an engine be assigned the full rating that the theory

indicates it should be able to handle, there would be no re-

serve to take care of the unknown factors, among the most im-

portant of which is the engine crew, Given a full tonnage

train. one _— might be able to make the time easily, while

another might not even be able to get the train over the

road without help. Other factors include exceptionally

hard pulling cars, an unexpected heavy head wind, an unforseen

rain storm, a tender full of slack coal, and any of the dozen

things that pull a locomotive'!s effectiveness slightly below

100%. Vhile the car resistance figures are supposed to be

high enough to allow for this, it may be found that a full

theoretical rating is a little too high for good operation,

One simple and practical way of overcoming this is to

compute the ratings for a speed of 15 miles per hour, assuming
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that it is intended that the ruling grade shall be passed

at 10 miles per hour. This throws in a small factor of

safety that will probably be ample for all normal conditions.

Resume of Appendices

Appendix A contains the data for computation of

percentage tractive effort of the various types of locomotives

in use on the Boston and MaineRailroad,

Appendix B contains the computations for the tonnage

that a P-1 or P-2 engine can handle up a 1,09% grade at

various speeds, and with freight and passenger cars,

Appendix B-1 contains the computations for the tonnage

that a K-8d locomotive can handle up a 0.5% grade, with the

train composed of cars of various weights, at a speed of 25

miles per hour,

Appendix C contains the present tonnage ratings in

use on the Boston and Maine Railroad, expressed as percentages

of the 100-class ratings, and illustrates the divergence from

the correct percentage that exists in many instances,

Appendix D contains a statement of the adjusted tonnage

ratings now effective on the Boston and Maine Railroad,

Appendix E contains a statement of a quick, though

approximate, method of transferring the present flat ratings

to adjusted tonnage ratings.
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Appendix F contains a brief resume of the methods of

tonnage rating now in use on six of the larger railroads

in the Fastern part of the United States and Canada,

Appendix @G contains a detailed discussion of adjusted

tonnage rating,

Appendix H contains a mathematical comparison of the

methods of tonnage rating outlined in Appendix F,

Appendix I contains an outline of two methods of

establishing adjusted tonnage ratings graphically.

Appendix J contains a discussion of the effect of

train length on the ruling grade,

Appendix K contains a discussion of passenger ratings,
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Recommendations

In consideration of the foregolng, the following changes

are recommended in the present tonnage rating tables:-

1. Reclassify all locomotives in accordance with the

following table:-

TABLE IV

Recommended Locomotive Ratings

Based on Percentage of Rated Tractive Effort of K-8d (Class,

Rating Percent of
K-84
 T,Be

L5 42.5
45.0
53.1
53.8
57.0
57.0
59.8
b2. 278.0
77.4
795
82.5

100.0
119.0
122.4
124.1
126,0
140.0
176.0
201.0
205.0
20%.0

55

~0

65
20

&amp;5
100
120

125

140
175
200
210

Present
Rating

15
60
J
o

oh)
65
I
J
£5
85

100
115
105

1 ee2

i5
210
200

Class No.of Date
Eng. Built

A-40c 6
A-U4labcdef "7
C-15h 1
J-1,J-labcedf “4
&amp;-10 78
0-19bc 2
0-21de al
B-15, B~-15abe 123
P-lab,P-2bcd &amp;2
G-1la 30
G-11b 23
{~5a,K-6b,K-7,KE-Tabe £3
~-8d "0

:-&amp;be G7
2=3a 10
H=-1la 2
H-2a 22

H-3a(without boosters) 10S-1lab(without booster) 15
T-lab 25
H-3a({with 2 boosters) 2
g-1lab(with booster) 15

1899
1911
1900
1909
1910
1898
1906
1510
1916
1913
1916
1911
1911
1916
1923
1916
1922
1528
1920
1929
1528
1920

The above clasc.”ication is based solely on rated

tractive effort. The K-8bc rating is for the 200# boiler

pressure, there being only one of this class left with 180%
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pressure, The dates, above, are the year in which the

newest engine of the class involved was constructed. The

following are the changes in classification involved:

Reduced 5

Increased 5
Increased 10
Increased 15

¢-15h, J-1, J=-labcedf, C-19bec, (0-21de,B-15,
B-15abec, G-11b,

A-40c, K-8bec,
P-lab, P-2bcd, S~ladb (with booster)
P-3a

It will be noted that the only locomotives reduced in rating

are the older types, with the exception of the G-11b, all

being over twenty years old, In practically all cases,

these engines are used in light passenger and local freight

service, in which service they are rarely loaded to their

rating, and so the actual rating given is of little moment.

2. Establish adjusted tonnage ratings for the entire

system as soon ag practicable, These may be based on the

present flat ratings until some better data regarding loco-

motive capacities can be assembled. A method for doing

this without too much labor is given in Appendix E,

3, In case it is felt that recommendation No, 2 cannot

be carried out at the present time, revise the present flat

rating tables to make them consistent and complete, This

can be done in a very few hours by assuming the present

115~class ratings to be correct (it should be known if there

are any districts where they are seriously in error), con-

sidering them as 119% and computing the other classes on the

basis of the following table:
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TABLE VV,

Class

+5
w2
0
=0
85

100
105

120125
140
175
200
7 Nn

Percent

4.2
2)
51
62
71
82

100
109
1118
140
176
201
205

The above is assuming that the reclassification embodies in

recommendation 1 is adopted. If the present classifica-

tion is maintained, the following would be the correct

percentages to use,

TABLE Va

Class

40
it
3
¢
#0
85

100
105
er
12
145
175
200
210

Percent

uo
45

3
63
£0

100

12ri
140
176
201
205

Care should be taken that no ratings are published for dis-

tricts from which the corresponding locomotives are excluded

by reason of their weight. For example, a llH—-class rating
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should not be published for a district in which the heaviest

engine permitted is 70-class.

I, Publish the tonnage rating in a book senarate from

the timetable,

5. Develop and apply a definite system of passenger ratings,

These should be published in the same book as the freight

ratings, They may be either an entirely separate set of

ratings, or may be based on the freight ratings,
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UTILIZATION OF MOTIVE POWER

A study of freight train operation during the month

of November, 1930, was made, with a view to developing some

feasible method of keeping track of the performance of

individual trains, from the standpoint of locomotive

utilization,

To cover the question of locomotive utilization,

it was necessary to include helper service, and tonnage and

cars handled, as well as the general view of the movement

of power, Inquiry developed the fact that no regular

record was kept of performance which segregated the reports

by trains, Accordingly, it was necessary to make use of the

daily "Freight Train Performance Report", giving the tonnage

and cars handled, and the arrival and departure times at

terminals and a few intermediate points, as well as a detail

of all delays. In addition, in order to determine the

extent to which helpers were used, it was necessary to make

use of the daily #Freight Roster", which lists the numbers

of all engines used for each train, giving the points be-

tween which each engine was used (in addition to other in-

formation with regard to crews, etc., which was not used in

this study).

A form was prepared, on which the information for

each train could be entered as it was drawn off from the

above mentioned daily reports, In the final tabulation of

the information, it was deemed desirable to prepare sheets

covering each section of the longer runs, breaking the run
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up into parts terminating at the important yards along the

route, in order to secure greater ease in the analysis of

the results, For example, train PM-1l, running from Rigby,

Maine, to Mechanicville, New York, via South Lawrence,

Lowell, Ayer, and East Deerfield, was broken into three

sections, extending respectively from Rigby to Ayer; from

Ayer to East Deerfield; and from East Deerfield to Mechanic-

ville. According to the Freight Symbol Book effective

at the time, this train was supposed to reduce or fill out

its tonnage at Ayer and East Deerfield, so that it could

really be considered as three trains, from the viewpoint

of locomotive utiligation,

In view of the limited information given on the

daily reports, it was necessary to assume that the cars

and tonnage taken from Rigby were carried all the way to Ayer,

that from Ayer was carried all the way to East Deerfield,

and that the cars and tonnage taken into Mechanicville were

handled all the way from East Deerfield to Mechanicville.

Thies is probably not strictly accurate, and iseven less

accurate in parallel cases with other trains, but it is the

best that could be done unless the Conductor's "{Theel Reports”

were examined, and time would not permit of this being done,

In considering the matter of percentage utilization

of motive power, there are several methods that may be used,

Various Kinds of ™- -nrnantage ™ilization
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The first of these would be to compare the total gross ton

miles which the locomotive produces with the gross ton

miles which it would have produced had it had full tonnage

throughout its run, This general method can be further

subdivided into two methods, depending on whether the

potention gross ton miles are computed considering each

rating district of the run separately, or considering the

limiting rating as applying to the entire run. The other

general method is to compare the tonnage of the train with

the rated tonnage. This second method is also susceptible

to subdivision into the same two method as is the first,

Considering the two sub-methods, it will be seen that from

a practical standpoint, the second (considering the limiting

rating as applying to the whole run) is the only feasible

one. It is not practical to place a yard at the end of

each rating district, so as to reduce or fill out the tonnage

to fit the rating for the district,

If 211 cars are hauled the whole distance, the two

general methods would produce the same result, as the gross

ton miles produced would equal the gross tonnage at any

point multiplied by the length of the run, but if cars are

picked vp or dropped during the run, then the first method

will produce a lower ratio of actual to potential than

will the second,
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It is also preferable to use the second general

method (considering tonnage rather than ton-miles), In

many cases, a train is scheduled to pick up tonnage at

one or more points along its run. This results in its

being lightly loaded out of its initial terminal, to

allow for the tonnage to be picked up. If the pick-up

point is some distance away from the initial terminal, the

resultant ton-milage will be very low for the run, while

traffic conditions require the work to be handled in this

way. Accordingly, it seems preferable to consider the

actual gross tonnage handled when the train is most nearly

loaded to tonnage, and to compare this with the rating.

The remaining point that has to be decided is the

question of helper service, Very commonly a train will

have a helper during a relatively small portion of its run,

The rating for this portion of the run becomes the sum of

the ratings of the two locomotives, If the tonnage is 75%

of this combined rating, shall each engine be considered

as handling 75% of its tonnage, or shall the principal engine

be considered as handling full tonnage, and the helper as

handling the excees over the single locomotive rating? If

the division Utilization is being determined, or the figure

for the train, it makes no difference which system is used.

But if it happens that a check up of an individual locomotive

is being made, it would make considerable difference. Such

3 check-up might be made in order to find out whether or not
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it is practicable to put a big engine into storege, replacing

it with a smaller one, The second method appears to be the

preferable one, particularly if the principal engine has

nearly full tonnage through the remainder of the run,

As the records of train performance are kept at

present, it would be a very difficult job to make any sort

of a check of the performance of an individual train over

a period of more than a few days. It 1s necessary to check

over the Daily Performance reports, and Rosters, and draw

off the data desired. The former reports are on large

sheets, and are difficult to work with if a number of them

have to be gone through at one time, "hile the Rosters

are on small sheets, there are many of them for each day,

and each train may appear in three or four different

places on a given day.

If a form made up like the one shown in Appendix L

is used, and the information entered on it every day, as

the reports are issued, when it is desired to check up any

individual train, the information for any period can be

obtained in a few minutes, It would require the time of

one man for about twoto three hours a day to draw off all

of the symbol trains, and keep the records up to date,

When such information is desired by the management, it is

usually desired promptly, and a delay of a day or two in

assembling the data may result in considerable expense
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through failing to rearrange schedules to fit the traffic

promptly,

Furthermore, the man handling this work could make

a report daily or weekly, indicating that certain trains are

not handling full tonnage regularly. If it is found in

these reports that two or more trains over similar runs

are running light for a period, it may be a fairly simple

matter to make a few slight changes in schedules, combining

the two trains for portions of their runs, with a resultant

saving in operating expense that may run into quite large

figures,

Appendix l gives the tabulation of the performance

of train PM-1 for November as being typical of those

studied. The following table gives a summary of the re-

sults of several trains for which the data was drawn off

and fully worked up.
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TABLE VI

Summary of Train Operation Data, Showing Tonnage Handled

November, 1930

Train

MC-2
CM-1

RL-2

BM~1

MB-2

PB-8
P}-1

rrom

"3

:

To

E

¢

Ay

a

E
{4

Tons
Handled

125,209
66,967
no
-
11° .

100,30
59,367
69,173

§1,EL2»01030:268
*105,962
116,998
99,659

Potential
Tons

128,300
76,553
72,103

*1 52,892
128,030
13022«124,700

&amp;1,490
86,261

103,530
106,338

*121,100
142,130
114,437
109,323

Percent
Handled

97.593h
98,85
89.83
88,71
84,09
47,61
84,89
78.61
92,25
79.06
87.50
g2,32
87.08
7H, 34

* These tonnages are flat, All others are adjusted,

The following symbols are used for stations:
A - Ayer
B - Boston

E - East Deerfield
L - Lawrence

M - Mechanicville

P = Rigby
R = Rotterdam Jct.

Examination of the above will show that in most cases, the

percentage utilization is good (in two cases, extraordinarily

high), but that in four cases it falls below £0%.

With reference to the 98,85% figure developed by CM-1

between East Deerfield and Mechanicville, and the 97.59% of

MO0-2 on the reverse run, it should be noted that a series

of fuel tests were being run on these trains at the time,

and a particular effort was made to maintain the tonnage at
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a constant, high figure. These figures demonstrate what

can be done, but it is probably not practicable to

achieve them in the course of regular operation,

It is true, that before any operation can be con-

demned on the above figures, it is necessary to extend the

study to find out the basic cause of the low figure, In

two cases it appears in a Westbound movement, On the Boston

and Maine, the predominant traffic movement is Eastbound,

and it is necessary to run Westbound trains comparatively

light in order to get the engines to the West end of the

line for movement East. A similar situation probably

applies in the case of RL-2 from Ayer to Lawrence. The

engine from RL-2 normally takes LR-1 from Lawrence the

following day. This train appears to run very light,

having averaged only 1440 actual tons during November,

1930, The heaviest day was 2350 tons (within the 115-class

rating) while RL-2 had only five days when it could not

have been handled by a 1l1l5-class engine, Accordingly,

it might be advisable to investigate the possibility of

changing from a heavy engine to a Consolidation for the

portion of the run from Ayer to Lawrence. Both trains

stop at Ayer for some time, and the change could be made,

With the performance records as they are maintained

on the Boston and Maine at present, a complete study of the

situation would require entirely t00 much time to admit of

its being done for this thesis, and any conclusions drawn
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without a complete study would be valueless. However, if

complete records were kept as indicated in Appendices L and

M, for a month or two, it would be possible with very little

work to pick out the trains that are turning in a poor

tonnage record, and by considering the whole list of such

trains, it is very possible that combinations will show

up where, by minor adjustments of schedules, it will be

possitle to change an engine from one train to another,

using a smaller engine for the remaining portions of the

two runs,

Points that must be kept in mind in such a study are:

L- The direction of heavy traffic, On the Boston and

Maine, it 1s in general towards Boston, and trains running

away from Boston must frequently be run fairly light,

2, Helper service, and light engine milage. It is

frequently possible to cut light engine miles by using an

engine as a helper that would have had to run through light

anyway. This saves both the return milage of the helper

if it is used on a short portion of the run, and also the

light miles of the engine used, It is still an open

question as to whether it is more economical to operate an

engine light, or to put it on as a helper where no helper

is needed. The second method saves the wages of a flag-

man, but it is a question as to the relative fuel consump-

tion of (a) two engines on a light train versus (b) one of

the engines on the train and the other run through light,
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Inaccuracy of Freight Schedules. Even though trains

are scheduled very carefully, one can never be sure that

they will maintain their schedules, Accordingly, if one

is counting on taking the engine from one train to use on

another, care should be taken that there is sufficient

leeway to admit of the first train being an hour or two

late, and still leave time to properly hostle the engine,

without delaying the second train,

4, Necessity of a certain amount of dead time for loco-

motives, An engine cannot be in service twenty-four hours

a day. A matter of six hours or so should be allowed each

day at some point for running repairs. It may be found

that this time can be cut safely.

5. Necessity of reserve power, At many points it is

necessary to maintain a certain amount of power ready to

leave on one or two hours notice, to handle extra trains,

to go out as a relief engine in case of an engine failure,

to replace power in for a wash-out, to act as helpers, etc.

This makes it impractical to definitely schedule all power

for definite trains.
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APPENDIX A

Present Tonnage Rating Classification

The following table lists all of the types of

locomotives in use at present on the Boston and laine

Railroad, grouping them by rated tractive efforts, and

indicates the percentage of tractive effort of each

type, considering the K-8d as 100%. The last column

gives the class in which the locomotives are now

placed,
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Type Loco, Numbers

932 - 9u3
954 - 1029

1360 - 1499
2050
2074 - 2075

Poo - 2126

200 - 09
400 — 129
420 - 452
600 - 601

610 - pLU0 - 647
648 - oi
650 - 6

3205 - 32
2329
2352 - 2359
2360 - 2 =2640 - 273
2600 - 2639
3600 - 3611
3611 - 3639
5700 = 3709

TE% -

1000 - posh

Whyte Rated Percent B.&amp; M,
Class I.E, of K-84 Class

A-I0c |

A-Ulabedef
B-15,B~-15abo
0-15h |
0-19bec |

0-21lde
F-6
F-10
310
G-lla
3-11)
H-1a
H-2a

H-3a aH-3a (3
H=-3b
J-1,J=-labcdef
K-5a,
K=-6b
{~-7,K=Tabec
{-8bo
K-84
P-1ab
P-2bcd
P-3a

S-lab 38-1lab (2
T-lab

4-4-0
YO
2-6-0
46-0
4-6-0
460
0-4-0
0-4-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
ff?
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
Ymfm?
ef?
Ye?
2-10-2
o-g-lt
o_g-l

17200 42,5
18200 45,0
25300 62.5
21500 53.1
Rs 57.024.200 59.8

12400 23.816650 1.1
23100 57.0 60
31300 T1.4 80
32200 719.5 85
50300 124.1 125
51000 126,0 125
56800 140.0 140
83000 205.0 210
56800 140.0 10
21800 53.8 «3
33400 82,5 85
33400 82.5 g5
£2590 82.5 a5200 119.0 115
40500 100.0 100.0
31600 78.0 70
12990 78.0 709600* 122.4 105
[1300 176.0 17500 208.0 200
g1400 201,0 200

3 Rating not published in Timetable #8.
Rating not published in Timetable #7 or #8.

Allowing 12000# T.E, for booster.
1) Without booster
4 With 1 booster (on tender truck).

3) With 2 boosters (on tender trucks).

There are two classes, 32,204 50, containing a total of threeengines, the 905, the 1144, and the 1165, types A-39b, A-lUTe,
and A-U45, respectively, which have not been considered in the
above table. Olass 35 is shown in Timetable #7, but not in
#8, (Olase 50 is shown in both,
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APPENDIX B

Tonnage Computations

1. Qapacity of P-1 and P-2 Locomotives, Fast Deerfield to

East Gardner, at Various Speeds.

grade 1.09%.

Locomotive data:

Cylinders « « «

Drivers oe eo oo
Boiler Pressure ., . .

Rated Tractive Effort .
Weight on Drivers . « «

Total Weight of Engine , .
Weight of Tender (Loaded) . .

Speed for 250 ft./min., Piston Speed 14,8 m,p.h,

14 m.,p.h.:

eon x 28"
73"

1,60

125700}2048, 0004
148,100

Mechanical resistance, locomotive, 27# per ton

27 x 155,400 + 2000 = 20984

Level track resistance, engine truck and tender
(freight figure for 70 ton) 3.4 x 240,700 + 2000= U4O9#

Grade resistance, total engine and tender
1.09 x 20 x 396,100

+ 2000 =U4317#

68244Total engine resistance

Net available for pull behind tender 31,600 - 6824 =24776#

Car resistance straight level track,50-ton cars 4,2
Grade resistance, 1,09 x 20 21.8

26.0Total unit car resistance

Tons Engine can handle, 24,776 + 26,0 = 953 tons = 19 cars
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30 nm.p.h,

Locomotive resistance, as above,
2098 + U317 + 4.5 x 120,35

Piston speed = 3 x 168.8 = 506 ft./min,;
Factor = 767

gross tractive effort = 31600 x 0,767

Net available for pull behind tender .

Car resistance, 5.5 + 21,8 = . . .

Tons engine can handle, 17244 + 27.3 = 632 tone

69564

242004

17244

27.3%

12 cars

45 m.p.h.

Locomotive resistance, as above
Gross tractive effort, as above

fx,
 wv

Net available for pull behind tender

Passenger car resistance , .

1 1 1494175175
107684

27.3%

Tons engine can handle, 10768 + 27.3 = 394 tons

6 cars

Capacity of K-84 Locomotive, with Trains Composed of

Qars of Various Weights. |

Grade 0.5% Compensated.

Locomotive Data:

Oylinders . .

Drivers ec o © 0 eo o 0»
Rated Tractive Effort .
Weight on Drivers . . .

Total Weight of Engine . , . .
Weight of Tender, (loaded) . .

Piston speed at 10 m,p.h. . .
25 m.p.he .

Speed factor (A.L.Co, Tables)

Tractive effort at 25 m,p.h.

»

vy

+

20% x 30%

3160’ T00k
210, 0004
153% ,000#

i

+

»

1

»

275.5 ft./min,
68%,8 ft, /min,

.012

al, 8004



2 +4

Mechanical resistance (27 x 186,100 + 2000) . . . « «. « « 25104

Lead truck and tender straight lever track resistance
177,500 x 4,1 + 2000 + +o oo 0 oo 360%

grade resistance (20 x 0.5 x 363,600 + 2000) . « . . . . 18204

Total engine and tender resistance . 46904

Available at drawbar - (24,800 - 4700). Consider as
47004 . oo « » so 20100

20-ton cars - 20,100 4+ (9.3 + 10) - 1040 tons 52 cars

4o-ton cars - 20,100 + (6.0 + 10) - 1230 tons 31 cars
70-ton cars - 20,100 + (4.1 + 10) - 1424 tons 20 cars

For Adjusted Tonnage Rating on above:

1040 + 52x = 1425
32x = 385
x = 12

20x

12 x 2 + 1040 = 1665
12 x 31 + 1225 = 1638
12 x 20 + 1425 = 1665

Adjusted Tonnage Rating is 1665 tons, Car Factor, 12.
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APPENDIX ©

Present Tonnage Ratings as Percentages

of the 100-Class Rating

In the following tables, all of the flat tonnage

ratings,as published in Timetable #8, are reduced to per-

centages of the 100-class rating for the corresponding

district, For example, in the first case, the Boston to

Ayer Ratings are as follows:

175 class 2750 tons 2750 + 1700 = 162%

115 class 2020 tons 2020 + 1700 = 119%

105 class 1835 tons 1835 + 1700 = 109%

100 class 1700 tons 100%

85 class 1400 tons 1400 + 1700 = 82%

70 class 1050 tons 1050 + 1700 = 62%

The 100 class is not shown in any of the tables, as it is

the basis for computation, and so would be 100 in all cases,

At the end of each table 1s given the range in

percentage for each class for the division, The lines

marked "Normal High Figure" and "Normal Low Figure® are

the mean of the ten highest and the ten lowest figures,

respectively. The mean for the divieion is the arith-

metical average of all the figures,

On the last page of the appendix is given the mean

and extremes for the systen,
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Fitchburg Division Tonnage Ratings

Rating Class 175
Boston to Ayer .
Ayer to Fitchburg . . «

Fitchburg to East Deerfield
*Tagst Deerfield to Athol . .
*Athol to Fitchburg . « «

Fitchburg to Ayer . « «
Ayer to Boston ¢ « ¢ « «

Fitchburg to Bellows Falls
Bellows Falls to Fitchburg
South Acton to Hudson . .
Hudson to Marlboro . « + «

Marlboro to South Acton
Ayer to Milford . . .

Milford to Ayer « o « =

Ayer to (Greenville . .
Greenville to Ayer . . .
Worcester to Winchendon . . .

Winchendon to Gardner « « «

gardner to Worcester . «. «

*Rast Deerfield to North Adams
*North Adams to Mechanicville
McVille to Rotterdam . « .

Rotterdam to McVille . « « «

*McVille to North Adams , + « «

North Adams to East Deerfield
Troy to Johnsonville . « « «

Johnsonville to Troy « « «

Hoosick Jct. to White Creek
White QCreek to Hoosick Jet. .
McVille to Saratoga Springs
Saratoga Springs to McVille
Schuyler Jct. to Schuylerville
Schuylerville to Schuyler Jct.
Springfield to White River Jct.
White River Jct. to Greenfield
Greenfield to Springfield . .
East Northfield to Keene . .

Keene to East Northfield
Boston to Oakdale « .'«
Dakdale to Northampton .
Northampton to Oakdale
Oakdale to Boston , .

162
163
178
179
178
147
175

q

3

‘01&amp;
,143
177
177
129
176
157
170
150

1 £8
194
125

Mean for Division .
Upper Extreme . . .

Normal High Figure .
Normal Low Figure .
Lower Extreme . .

179
218
186
162
143

»

115

119
119
120
119
119
118
141
112
112
115
117
113
115
117

7

of337
113
119
118
119
121
122
127
123
118
119
118
115
118
118
118
116
117
110

115
116
115
117
116

12]
114
110

105 8&amp;8 70

109 8&amp;2 62
108 72 62
109 78 61
108 3 61
109 of 61
108 82 62
128 33 68
101 72 56
100 2 56

oon A103 22 6!
105 1 7
106 1 CL
106 1 -€
106 1 :
142 “5 |
106 5 €%
103 5 F8
108 (1 2
108 82 41
108 82 66
110 82 “4
111 86 69
115 8&amp;5 73
112 91 69
108 33 ET
Ao go Te10 9 1
104 £2 6
108 22 60
108 82 61
108 82 61
106 79 76
107 76 7
110 90 =8
108 104 9
106 81 7°
105 &amp;5
106 8&amp;5
105 8&amp;5
105 &amp;5

(5
17

108 8&amp;4 66
142 104 77
116 89 T4104 7 59
101 67 53

Provided for in 175 class and 200 class in Adjusted Tonnage Ratings
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Present New Hampshire Division Ratings

On a basis of percentage of 100-class ratings,

Boston to Nashua . .

Nashua to Concord .
Qoncord to Franklin
Franklin to Canaan
Canaan to Westboro
Westboro to Canaan
Canaan to Concord .
Concord to Boston
Ooncord to Lakeport .
Lakeport to Plymouth ,
Plymouth to Woodsville
Woodsville to Plymouth . . .
Plymouth to Lakeport . . « «

Lakeport to Concord . . . .

Plymouth to North Woodstock
Woodsville to Whitefield Jct.
Whitefield Jet, to Jefferson
Jefferson to Bowman « « « «

Bowman to Berlin Mills . . .
Berlin Yills to Bowman . « «

Bowmgn to Whitefield Jct, . .

Whitefield Jct. to Lancaster
Lancaster to Groveton . «. +

Groveton to Lancaster . « «

Lancaster to Whitefield Jct.
Whitefield to Woodsville . .

Wing Road to Fabyan « « « «

Woods. 80, Yd. to White.Mt.
White River Jct. to Wells Riv,
Wells River to White Riv.Jct,
Bow Jct. to Hooksett . « «

Hooksett to Bow Jet. .
Lowell to Bedford .
Bedford to Boston , .

Boston to Bedford . .
Bedford to Lowell , . . .

Bedford to Concord, Mass, .
Concord,Mass., to Bedford . .
Winchester to Wilm.(Wob.Loop)Wilmington to Tin. (fob. Loop)
Wilmington to Wilm.,Jct. . .

Wilmington Jct. to Wilmington
Montvale to Stoneham , « «

Qoncord to Bradford . « «

Bradford to Edgemont . . .

Edgemont to Claremont Jct.
Claremont Jct. to Newport

115 105 0 65 U5
0 7 ?

58 65 45
£0 0

vy 0

5 2
105 £0 2 :
5 7 2 Ls
107 5 65 45

09 7 5 :3 0 5
12 0 2 ;ds 5 0
10 I; 2 ]dE :
7.05 is : 3a 5
5 6 3
109 &amp; : i
03 4g 65 36
Eos Gd3 An 5 i2 110 :

z 7 02 45
0 ¥5 « 42 2

z 3 2 45
108 5 : :
02 0 -
E 2 &gt; us
109 2 : :52
2 2 0? 45
106 £0 3 ;
106 2 e :
10 9 5 ]138 5 I
E 2 62 i
5 2 . 2 45
110 a . &gt; ;
105 = xg :

oi 5&amp;0 9 of i12 C-) 20 70 6s
£2 80 6 5 1103 7 g0 68105 pe105

133
118
114
117
115
118
114
114
118
116
116
116
118
116
115
118
115
121
115
115
116
115
115
116
116
19
16

115

18123
108
116
115
116

ae11
126
115
117
11118
116
117
117
116
115
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New Hampshire Division (Continued)

Newport to Edgemont
Edgemont to Concord , .
Franklin Jct, to Tilton
Tilton to Franklin Jct.
Franklin to Bristol .
Bristol to Franklin ,
Nashua to Wilton . .

Wilton to Elmwood .
Elmwood to Keene .
Keene to Elmwood . . .

Elmwood to Greenfield
Greenfield to Nashua , .

Winchendon to Peterboro
Peterboro to Winchendon
gontoocook to Elmwood .
Elmwood to Peterboro . .,
Peterboro to Elmwood . ,
Elmwood t0 ContooCO00k . ¢ «

Manchester to East Weare . . «

East Weare to Henniker Jet.
Henniker Jct. to Manchester. ,
Parker to New Boston « « « « »

Mean for Division ,
Upper Extreme . .

Normal High Figure
Normal Low Figure
Lower Extreme . . 9

115

L115
115
.115
115
115
115
116

1x
116
115
115
120
119
116
116
116
116
115
116
115
115

116
133
122
114
108

105

105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
107
108
105
105
105
105
105
105
107

gs &amp;0 70 65 us

:
5
2
5

&amp;0
&amp;0
80
80
80
g0
80
19
&lt;0
Z0
Zo
20
20
“0
0
Z0
“0
31
30
80
g0
20

68
68
67
68
70
0
08
68
68

3
)
68
68
70
09
69
F9
69
68
68
68

oun 5

dh ue5
3 13
&amp; 125 45
or U645
66 U6
66 U4
64 Us
65 Ub

2 i8 i2
A us
65 U5
65 45
65 us
65 U5
65 U5

Ww,
Z
(
4
5
#

“

2
J
5

oP;
5
5on

Z

106 84 79 67 64 uh
121 90 &amp; 79 69 ug

a JT 2 LE 2X3 72 63 53 iE: 24
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Present Portland Division Ratings

On a basis of P amsontage of

Boston to Portland
Portland to Boston
Worcester to Ayer $ &amp; 3

Boston to Portland, (5%)Portland to Boston, (Est.
Ayer to Nashua « « « + »

Nashua to Ayer . . -

Ayer to Clinton , .

Clinton to Worcester
Nashua to Alfred , .

Alfred to P.T.Limit
P.T. Limit to Alfred
Alfred to Rochester
Rochester to Nashua
Dover to Farmington
Farmington to Lakeport
Lakeport to Dover . .
Lawrence to Windham .
Windham to Manchester
Manchester to Windham
Windham to Lawrence ,
Manchester to Candia
Candia to Portemouth .

Portsmouth to Raymond
Raymond to Candia . .
Candia to Manchester .

Wilmington Jet, to Salem
Salem to Wilmington Jot,
Lowell tO AYer « o o o «

Ayer to Lowell . . + «

Haverhill to Georgetown
Georgetown to Haverhill
Wakefield to Newburyport . .

Newburyport to Wakefield Jct.
Newton Jct. to Merrimac . .
Merrimac to Newton Jct. .
Rollinsford to Somersworth
Somersworth to Rollinsford
Boston to Lynn via Saugus
Lynn to Boston via Saugus
Swampscott to Marblehead
Marblehead to Swampscott
Salem to Marblehead . . .

Marblehead to Salem oe © oo

100-class ratings,

115 105 8&amp;5 70

120
120
132
127
127
121
rel
122
1.28
2118
14
-15

15

+12117
v1h
1k
114
Til
115
112
116

11513
160

lay1
114
114
114
114
114
110
114
114
114
114
11ETT

y &amp; 3X
+ + 10%

110
110
121
115
115
111
111
112
118
104
105
105
105
105
105

1021ok
1.05
1.05
10h
1.05
1.05
103
105
105
121 3)
47 5
134 85
135 90
106 85
105 &amp;5
105 &amp;
105 tH
105 8&amp;5
101 &amp;5
106 8&amp;5
105 or u105 8 -9
105 85 56
106 8&amp;5 69
10 8&amp;5 70
105, 85 70
105 8&amp;8 71

80 &amp;
80 %%
2 TC
&amp;5
&amp;5
91
&amp;5
78
a4

x3
5
5

a2
Gr
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Present Portland Division Ratings (Continued)

H. &amp; Wenham to Conomo
Conomo to H. &amp; Wenham
Beverly to Rockport
Rockport to Beverly
Salem to Danvers . .
Danvers to Salem . .

Salisbury to Amesbury
Amesbury to Salisbury
Portsmouth to Dover .
pover to Portsmouth .
Jewett to Sanbornville
Sanbornville to Intervale
Intervale to Sanbornville
S8anbornville to Rochester
Rochester to Jewett . « «

Sanbornville to Wolfboro
Wolfboro to Sanbornville

Mean for Division
Upper Extreme ,
Normal High Figure
Normal Low Figure
Lower Extreme .

L 3 »

»

b

%

1

1

115 105 g&amp; 70

114
118
114
114
114
11EYE
114
114
114
114

1118
114
114
114

105 &amp;5
105 a5
1056 &amp;5
105 25
105 5
105 +
105 «2
105 5H
1065 8&amp;5
105 8&amp;5
105 £5
105

108 5510 oD J

10
106 86 70

70
70
9
&amp;

116 108 85 69
160 147 91 77
134 123 86 [2113 10 83 7
110 101 78 63

System Tonnage Ratings

Class . « « o « .

Mean for System. .
Upper Extreme . .

Normal High Figure . ,
Normal Low Figure . .
Lower Extreme . . »

i105
179
218
186
162
143

115 10 g&amp; 80 70 65 i116 159 &amp; 9 67 0 Ww
160 147 104 &amp; 79 69 ug
128 116 8&amp;7 8 73 66 ub
113 104 78 68 61 72 37108 101 67 63 53 La 29

Note: In computing the normal high and normal low

figures, the thirty extreme figures were used, instead of

the ten extremes, as was done in the case of the divisional

figures.
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APPENDIX D

Adjusted Tonnage Ratings

The following adjusted tonnage ratings are in effect

on the Boston and Maine:

200 class
Car AAFactor A 2

McVille to No.Adams 7

E.Deerfield to E.Gard, 2Ayer to East Deerfield
E.Deerfield to McVille §
Concord to W.R.Jct,. 5
W.R.Jct, to Concord 5

175 class

4525
2885
2325
29 e25709

425k
2712
2186

2801efPs

HO&amp;4
2604
20264%
2666
 OU EY

McVille to No.Adams
E.Deerfield to E.CGard
Ayer to East Deerfield
E.Deerfield to McVille
Concord to W.R.Jct, 9
W.R.Jct. to Qoncord 9

Lo222630€7
2263¢

&amp;45
L983ohg]
ol 72
2297

327 21Teen
2391
2373
2205

AA -

A -

B -

c -

 ND -

Fair, dry,warm weather
Temperature above 40
remperature 20 to 40
Temperature 0 to 20
Temperature below zero

g D

3921
2500
2015
2520
2559
23ED

el2log12097
2457
2287

34.38
2222
1789
2295
2278
2117

4g%33
1717
2203
2187
2032
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APPENDIX E

A Short Method of Changing Flat Ratings to

Adjusted Tonnage Ratings

In making a change from flat to adjusted tonnage

ratings, it is necessary first to assume an average car

weight for the district. On main line districts, the

present flat ratings are based on the average car weight

for the district in the direction involved, Elsewhere, a

ceneral average car weight is assumed,

If the original data on which the ratings are based

is not available, it will be necessary to determine the

present average car weight, To do this, a check should be

made of all trains over a ten day period, dividing the gross

tonnage handled over the district in a given direction by the

number of cars moved, On branches, an average weight of

30 tons is probably not far enough off to make trouble.

Having determined the average car welght, divide this

into the present 1l15-class rating to determine the number of

care in a tonnage train as handled by this class of power,

{ Appendix E continued on next page)
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Assign car factors in accordance with the following table:

Present Flat Rating below 190 tons
190 to 580 tons
580 to 930 tons
9330 to 1250 tons

L250 to 1560 tons
1560 to 1850 tons
1850 to 2110 tons
2110 to 2380 Lons
2380 to 2600 tons
2600 to 2830 tons
2830 to 3040 tons3040 to 3250 tons
3250 to 3450 Sons
3450 to 3610 tons
3610 to 3800 tons
3800 to £220 tons3950 +: 4100 tons

Qar
Car
Car
Qar
Car
Car
Jar
Car
Jar
far
Jar
Jar
Car
Car
Car
Qar
Car

Factor
factor
ractor
factor
Tractor
rFactor
factor
rfactor
ractor
factor Y
factor lv
factor 11
factor 12

Factor 7Factor 1
Factor 15
factor 16

0

2

Multiply the number of cars as determined above by the

car factor from the table, and add the result to the

present flat rating for the ll5-class. The result is

the adjusted tonnage rating for the 115-class,

Consider the adjusted tonnage rating as determined

above as 119%, and produce the ratings for the other classes,

in accordance with the percentages as specified in the

recommendations in the body of this thesis.

This method introduces some errors, for the following

read. sons?

1.

J

It does not take account of the effect of train
length on ruling grade.

The table of car factors is based on an average car
weight of 30 tons, (i.e., a train resistance of 5.8
pounds per ton on straight level track). This will
throw some errorinto the values in cases where other
sar weights are assumed, but these cases being com-
paratively few in number, it will probably be feasible
to treat them as special cases, and carry through the
regular computation from the basic figures of tractive
sf fort and pull per adjusted ton,

It is assumed that the 115-class ratings are correct, If
they are not, the same proportional error will appear in
211 the values.
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APPENDIX F

Types ofTonnage Ratings

A Resume of Several Types in Common Use on Various Rail-

roads of the United States and Canada

I. Qanadian Pacific Railroad

The method in use on the Canadian Pacific Railroad

appears to be rather laborious for general use, They make

use of an WEquivalent Gross Tonnage”, equal to the actual

gross tonnage plus a percentage of the difference between

the tare weight of the cars in the train and one-half of the

weight of the contents, Three different percentages are

used, depending on the ruling grade of the district; 30%

being used on grades of 0.5% and less; 20% on grades between

0.5% and 1.25%; and 10% on all grades over 1.25%, The formula

under the first of these percentages would be:

- + 30% of (1 - —)BE:

0 + 0.3(T ° ). wt - i ma ———

3 o

where
E = the equivalent gross tonnage

G =the actual gross tonnage

T = the tare, or empty, weight of the cars in the
train,

0 = the weight of the contents, or lading,
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Thus it 1s necessary for a yard clerk to draw off from the way-

bills the tare and lading separately, add the two for the

grose tonnage, and also deduct half of the weight of the

contents from the tare, take 30% of the difference, and add

the result to the gross tonnage, While the mathematics in-

volved is not complicated, it appears to be sufficiently

so to frighten the average yard clerk,

Quoting from a letter from the Chief of Motive Power

and Rolling Stock of the C.P.R.: "The system which we have

followed was based on the assumption that the train which

offers the least resistance is assumed to be that in which

the lading is twice the tare weight and, in order that empty

or not fully loaded tains may be handled under similar con-

ditions, such trains are given an allowance which, added to

their actual gross tonnage becomes what is known as equivalent

gross tonnage, which corresponds to the actual gross tonnage

of fully loaded trains, This allowance varies on the

different subdivisions with the percentage of the grades

encountered. ® This letter is under date of March 10, 192M,

and another letter dated May 5, 1930, states that they are

still employing the same method.

Provision for cold weather is made by reducing the

rating by specified percentages, depending on the temperature.

A total of 22 different reductions are given, eleven for slow

freights and eleven for fast freights., The table of these

reductions follows:
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Rail and Weather Where 20% Chart Where 20% Chart Where 10% Chart
Conditions is Use is Use is Used

Slow Fast All Trains All Trains

Nil
5
=

10%
12"
1 =
1°
By
19
20¢.
22¢%

Normal
Bad Rail
15 to 10 above 3

0 to 5 above &amp;to 1 above 1
Zero to 4 below 1
5 to 9 below 12

10 to 14 below 1

15 to 1? below 1620 to 24 below 17,
25 to 30 below 20%
More than 30 be-

low with storm 25%

rN

25% ord 12%

It seems rather illogical to try to work to such close limits

on a proposition that is purely empirical, particularly when

no reduction is made until the temperature reaches 15 degrees

above zero, It is much more customary to make the first

reduction at a temperature of about 35 degrees,

II. Delaware and Hudson Railroad,

The Delaware and Hudson uses the common adjusted

tonnage rating method, as outlined in Appendix C, They

show four ratings at all points, reducing the rating to allow

for weather conditions, These allowances are:

Temperature above 35 degrees
20 to 25H degrees
zero to 20 degrees
below zero

full rating
10% reduction
20% reduction
30% reduction

III. Ohesapeake and Ohio Railroad.

The Chesapeake and Ohio uses the standard adjusted

tonnage rating method, but instead of reducing the rating

to allow for cold weather, they increase the car factor as
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the temperature drops. These changes are as follows:

Temperature above 35 degrees -
20 to 35 degrees -
zero to 20 degrees -
below zero -

car factor normal
car factor 150% of normal
car factor 200% of normal
car factor 250% of normal

IV. Norfolk and Western Railroad.

The Norfolk and Western used flat ratings,

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,

* The Baltimore and Ohio uses an adjusted tonnage rating

system similar to that of the Chesapeake and Ohio - i.e,,

/ o

varying the car factor to compensate for weather changes,

VI. New York Central,

The New York Central employs two methods of rating

locomotives, The adjusted tonnage ratings are used on two

divisions which have comparatively heavy grades, and the

Hi{ean Resistance Ratio®,as applied by the Daly Machine,

is used elsewhere, This latter method, theoretically,

is more accurate than the adjusted tonnage rating method,

but it requires special equipment in the form of a specially

designed adding machine, As commonly used, the assumption

is made that a 4O-ton car has an average resistance. Quoting

from the American Railway Master Mechanics! Association

Proceedings for 1914 (Volume XLVII, Part 1, pages 291 to

323): "In this method a train of cars of some average weight

is determined fora given locomotive and the actual tons in

this train taken as the rating, In order to provide adjust-
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ment for lighter or heavier cars, a factor is added to the

weight of lighter cars, and subtracted from the weight of

heavier cars, The value of the factor is made to vary with

the weight of the car, being equal to zero for cars of the

average weight tested,

In practice this method is very laborious unless the

special adding machine is used, as the figure corresponding

to the car factor varies with the weight of the car, and may

be added or subtracted, depending on whether the car is

lighter or heavier than the average. This special adding

machine is so designed that it is only necessary to add in

the actual weight of the car, the machine automatically

correcting this weight to the adjuted figure. For example,

as used on the Philadelphia and Reading) the machine

reglisteredas follows:

Cars from 15 to 19 tons are registered 4 percent heavy
Cars from 20 to 24 tons are registered 3 percent heavy
Jars from 25 to 28 tons are registered 2 percent heavy

Cars from 2 to 33 tons are registered 1 percent heavycars from 34 to Lz tons are registered actual weight
Cars from 49 to K3 tons are registered 1 percent light
Cars from 5+ to 58 tons are registered 2 percent light
gars from 59 to SU tons are registered 3 percent light
etc, to

cars from 83 to 85 tons are registered 9 percent light

Were it not for the expense of the machines, this is probably

the simplest method to apply, as it is necessary only for

the clerk to add the weights on the special adding machine,

the total shown being the adjusted tonnage, However, these

3 See Railroad #VIII for method used by Reading Company
at Present.
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percentages vary with the ruling grade, and with the speed

at which it is intended that the train shall pass the

ruling grade, as is shownin the table below, so that at

a point where the ruling grades in different directions

are different, it is either necessary to have more than

one machine, or to adjust the machine to correspond with

the direction of the train,

Grade

0.0%
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0

Percentage bv which Weight of Car Should Be

Changed to Compensate for Weight of Car

Speed Weight of Car Percentage Equivalenta Shore in  TolshtoF
Weight Car

10 m.p.h.
10 m.p.h,
10 m.p.h.
30 m,p.h,
"J m,p.h.

) m.p.he
) m,p.h.
) m.,p.h,
) m,p.h,

J m,p.h,
2) m,p.h,
TJ m,p.h.

20 tons
20 tons
20 tons
20 tons
20 tons
20 tons
20 tons
20 tons
70 tons
70 tons
70 tons
70 tons

55.1I0.5oF

51.20.F
12,7
Ie!7 .¢

31 tons
24 tons
22 tons
21 tons
20 tons
24 tons
23 tons
22 tons
4g tons
66 tons
47 tons
bd tons

€
-

1

(Based on 8chmidt's tables of freight car resistance)

Thus it 1s seen that the ruling grade has a large effect

on the correct percentage to use, and the speed a small

but definite effect, showing up in the higher cars

especially,
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VII. Pennsylvania Railroad.

Uses a standard adjusted tonnage rating, with a

reduction in rating to cover adverse weather conditions,

VIII. Reading Company.

The Reading uses a variation of the adjusted

tonnage rating method. This is outlined in a letter from

Mr. R. B, Abbott, Assistant General Superintendent, as

follows:

"Our train tonnages are assigned with relation to

tonnage constants that are built up on the assumption that

the total Summer tonnage rating of the engine is equal to

the weight of the cars plus the load on the cars plus ten

tons per car to cover frictional resistance, etc,

"The hauling capacity at 12 1/2 miles per hour of

each locomotive has been found in practice to conform to

the following formula:

I0
.16 WD

&gt;

g - 5 x Welght loaded on cars ,
capacity of cars

"In above formula:

HC = hauling capacity of locomotive in long tons,
WD = total weight on locomotive drivers in pounds,

9-5 = a constant,
G = ruling grade in percent.
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"It has been found in practice that it is uneconomical

to load an engine with tonnage that it cannot handle at

12 1/2 miles per hour on the ruling grade and this fact

has been brought out by a comparison of cost per 1000

gross ton miles under various sizes and weights of trains,

WAfter thelmuling capacity has been ascertained by

the preceding formula, the tonnage constant is built up

by dividing the sum of the weights of the largest coal

car and its lading (20 tons + 55 tons = 75 tons) into

HC. This gives the total number of the largest loaded

coal cars that could be hauled by the locomotive under

study. This number of cars as ascertained should then

be multiplied by 10 and this product should be added to

HC and the sum = tonnage constant, The formula for

this is:
10HC

I'C (tonnage constant) = HC + ===
75

"After TC is secured, it becomes a guide for the build-

ing up of trains in our classification yards and, when by

adding the weights of the cars and contents plus 10 on any

track or tracks in the yard, the total approximates TO,

the proper cars and tonnage for the engine in question have

been found.

"Our method for reducing the tonnage for cold weather

conditions is as follows:
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"No reduction when temperature is 35 deg. or higher,

WFor every degree of temperature below 35 deg., we

reduce tonnage constant one percent,

"Purther reductions are of course made in connection

with severe wind or snow storms but is left to the judgment

of the local division people,"
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APPENDIX G

Explanation and Discussion of Adjusted Tonnage Ratings

with Methods of Determining Such Ratings

The necessity of reducing the tonnage that is assigned

to a locomotive if the train is composed of light cars, as

against that assigned if the train is composed of heavy cars

has been demonstrated in the text of this thesis, and a

brief outline of the various methods in use is given in

Appendix F. It is proposed in this Appendix to present

a detailed discussion of the common adjusted tonnage rating,

this being the method that is most widely used, and the

simplest to apply.

Reference has been made frequently in this report to

Schmidts tables of freight car resistance. This table is

given on page 59. A number of other tests have been

made by various railroads, among which is the Pennsylvania

Railroad, Their tests were extended to include cars of a

gross weight of 121 tons, and the curve extended to show the

probable resistance of cars with gross weights running up

to 140 tons. The results of their tests are published in

their Test Department Bulletin No, 26, dated 1915. They

consider the resistance practically uniform between 5 and

25 miles per hour. A comparison of their results with

the Schmidt figures is given on the next page.
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Comparison of P.R.R, Car Reslgtance Figures with

Schmidt Figures

Car Weight

20 tons

to tons0 tons
50 tons
60 tons
70 tons
30 tons

P.R,R,

7.00#/ton
b.13#/ton
i, 204/ton
3 Som3.27#/ton
3,00#/ton
2.824/ton

Schmidt
Hh m.,p.h,

all

ton
on
aM
on
aN
 "1M

Schmidt
2h m,p.h,

9 /ton
7 ton
€ ,, ton

pe ot torJU#/ton
4,14#/ton

tle

It will be noticed that P.R.R. figures are in general rather

lower than Schmidt's, The following gives the P.R.R,

figures for heavier cars:

Train Resistance for Heavy Cars

100 ton - four wheel trucks - 3,13 # per ton average
120 ton - six wheel trucks - 3.17 # per ton average

A typical example of the effect on hauling capacity

of a locomotive of difference in weight of cars in a train

is given in the text and in Appendix A, From this it is

seen that it is necessary to substitute for actual tonnage,

some fictitious value that will have a uniform resistance

regardless of the weight of the cars in the train, Para-

doxical as it may seem, this is accomplished by adding a

constant to the weight of each car, this constant having a

fixed value for any given ruling grade, but varying with the

value of the ruling grade over which the train is to be

hauled, The resulting figure is known as the adjusted ton-

nage of the train, The constant is commonly known as the
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FREIGHT CAR RESISTANCE

SUMMER WEATHER

(From Bulletin #43, Univ, of Illinois Experiment Station)

Train Resistance - Pounds per Ton

Speed
Miles
per

Hour

Average Weight per Car in Tons
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That this method will work is seen from the following

hypothetical example:

Call the car factor "k#¥, Then, if the level track

resistance per car has the following values

20 ton car =- 1HO#
40 ton car - 168#
70 ton car - 210+#

(These figures based on P.R.R.)

and the drawbar "Pull per Adjusted Ton" 1s constant, then on

a. level track.

140 168 210

0+k LBo+k 70+k

Solving the first pair, we find k = 80; solving the second

pair, k also equals 80, showing that the assumption of the

"Pull per Adjusted Ton" being constant is correct, If

Schmidt's figures are used, the results are not quite as good,

as he does not make the initial assumption that the resistance

per ton varies uniformly with the car weight; 1.e., that the

unit resistance is a straight line function of the gross

weight of the car. The variation of this unit resistance

from a straight line is small, even on level track, and when

a constant grade resistance of 20 pounds per ton per percent

of grade is added, the variation becomes even less (on a

percentage basis). As the whole system of adjusted tonnage

ratings is based on the assumption that a straight line re-

lation does exist between the unit resistance and the weight

of car, the following derivations will be founded on that
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assumption, and Pennsylvania figures for car resistance

will be adopted unless otherwise specified.

If the unit resistance varies as a straight line

function of the weight, then the total resistance per car will

also be a straight line function of the weight of the car,

and can be expressed by an equation of the form |

y=ax+b, or r=fw+c, ... . » (1)

where r 1s the total resistance of a car of weight

w(in tons of 2000 pounds), and f and c are constants to be

determined from tests, The Pennsylvania tests indicated

that f = 1.4, It is a factor which involves such items

a8 journal friction and rolling friction which vary with the

weight of the car. On straight level track, c¢ is found

to have a value of 112, It embodies the items, such as

flange friction and air resistance, which do not vary with

the weight of the car, On grades the value of c¢ varies

somewhat, but not to any great extent,

It can be demonstrated mathematically that grade

resistance is a constant per ton of weight, and equals 20

pounds per ton per percent of grade, If the rate of grade

is exnressed a8 G, and the total resistance as R, then

R=fw+c+20Gw=w(f+20G)+©

Substituting the single letter F for f + 20 G, we have

R = Fw +c¢C . 2 . + (2)
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dJonsidering two trains as follows:

First Train Second Train

Number of cars

Weight per car (average)

Gross weight of train (tons)

Adjusted tonnage . + . »

Ny
Wq

Wh

Tq

As before, the car factor is K,

If the first train is composed of a small number of heavy

cars, and the second of a larger number of light cars, so

that the adjusted tonnage is equal, then

T=W+kKN=T] = + KN

W+ KN =1W + KNy

from which K = F-h
N, - N

. (3)

Prom equaiica (2),

RN = (Fw + ¢)N

RNy = (Fw, + c)N,

RN and RN, representing the drawbar pull of the two trains,

and these being assumed equal, the right hand sides are also

equal, and can be solved t0 produce

wi - wi Ny
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but, as wN = W and wh =m Wo»

Ww-W
——1 - x

Ny - N

To determine these values experimentally, it 1s necessary to

make dynamometer car tests in the field over the section of

the road to which it is desired to assign a rating, Several

trains of empties, or light cars, of a tonnage such that the

locomotive must be worked to full capacity in order to make

its running time, are tested, the dynamometer pull on the

ruling grade being recorded, This is corrected to allow

for any acceleration or deceleration that may be taking place

at the time, and is considered the train resistance over the

ruling grade. The same is done for several trains of heavy

cars,

The train resistances so determined are divided by the

number of cars in the respective trains, giving the resistance

per car for heavy and light cars, This figure is plotted

against the weight per car, and the best representat ive

straight line is drawn through the points,

This line represents equation (2), R= Fw + c¢, in

which ¢ is the intercept on the y-axis, and F the slope

of the line, or the value of ¢ divided by the intercept on

the x-axis. Inasmuch as XK is ¢ divided by F, K 1s

also equal to the intercept on the x-axis,

The value of F is called the pull per adjusted ton,

Accordingly, from tests on one engine, it 1s easy to compute
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the adjusted tonnage rating for any other type of locomotive

by the following method:

Determine the drawbar pull on level track by means

of dynamometer tests. Correct this, for the effect of

raising the weight of the engine up the grade, by the value

of 20 pounds per ton per percent of grade. Divide the re-

maining available drawbar pull by the pull per adjusted ton

determined above, and the result is the adjusted tonnage

rating of the locomotive in question,

In case no dynamometer tests are available, the whole

process can be carried out on paper, using standard values

of car resistance, and computed tractive efforts, correcting

the train resistance for grade and alignment from the known

profile of the road,

An even shorter method, producing nearly as good re-

sults,is to assume a value of f as 1,4 and similarly

assume c¢ as 112, substitute in the equations F = f + 20G,

and K=c¢ + F, to develop the pull per adjusted ton and the

car factor, The adjusted tonnage rating is then found by

dividing the available drawbar pull corrected for grade

resistance of the locomotive, by the pull per adjusted ton,

It must also be remembered that the theoretical tractive

effort, based on the standard formulae, must be corrected

for mechanical resistance and rolling resistance of the

engine and tender. This is customarily done by deducting

from 25 to 30 pounds per ton of weight on the drivers, and
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deducting for weight on lead and trailing trucks and tender

weight on a basis of the resistance per ton of a freight

car with the same axle loads,

In all cases, it is customary to use the adjusted

tonnage to not closer than the nearest ten tons, and the

car factor to the nearest even ton, This introduces

errors, of course, but the whole question of train resistance

is so uncertain that one or two percent error makes little

lifference in the probable accuracy of the results.

The table following gives value of F and K for

various grades, It should be noted that the values are

approximate only, and may be materially different if actual

tests are made on the grade in question, However, in

the absence of tests results, they may be used, and having

the drawbar pull of the locomotive at the speed it is

desired to operate on the grade, the total adjusted tonnage

may be computed with reasonable accuracy.

Most of the foregoing has been based on the Pennsylvania

Railroad's Bulletin #26, referred to on the next page.

Appendix H gives a comparison of the various method in

use for establishing tonnage ratings.

In connection with the second short method outlined

above, it should be noted that, whereas the Pennsylvania shows

values of f and ¢ of 1,4 and 112, respectively, the New

York Central tests indicate that these values should be 1,5 and
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Values of F and X for Various Grades

Based on P.R.R. Bulletin #26,

grade in Percent Pull per Adjusted Ton Car Factor

Level
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.30RE
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
L.10
1.20
ed
DJ

«50
1, 60
L.70
1,80
1.90
2,00
2,20
2,40
2,60

Tr

1]

xy

3

1

»

3

L

»

-

»

i

] il

1]
17
LF,
17"
19.4
P14
23 4
25,kt
27.4
29.4
31.4
33.4
7h.
gT oH
39.4

=oJu
io4
53.4

»

on 80

6.623:3
15,1
11,9
9.8
#3
[1
5.8

48
oly

41376
3.4
3.2

«032
2.7
2.F
Be
~.1

107, while the values based on Schmidt's figures would be

1.56 and 115, on the basis of 20 and 70 ton cars at 10

m.p.h. For further comparison, these three sets of

figures on a 0.5% grade would produce ratings and car

factors as follows:
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(locomotive with 70,000 pounds tractive effort avallabvle

on this grade - approximately a Boston and Maine class T-la)

Values Rating
6140
6090 ,

6050

Pennsylvania . .

New York Central
Schmidt e oe ©

» -» »

9.8 (ues :9.3 (use 9
9.9 (use 10

-

Thus it will be seen that these {’ff-orences cause little

change even on flat grades, and on heavy grades the difference

would be even less, With heavy power, a car limit would

probably be the determining factor on flat districts, For

example, in the above cases, if a car limit of 125 cars be

assumed, the car limit would be the determining factor until

the average car weight of the train reached 47.1 tons, in

the first case, 46.7 in the second, and 46.4 in the third,

To show that the differences above make little difference

in actual tonnage handled, consider the effect in case of

cars of 50 tons gross weight and of 100 tons gross weight.

The results are as follows:

hC-ton cars 100-ton cars

Tonnage Number Tonnage Number

Pennsylvania 5100 102 5500 55
New York Central 5150 103 5600 56
Schmidt 5050 10] 5500 55

Thus there is a maximum variation of 2 cars in this flat

grade case, showing that considerable variations in values

of train resistance produce little real effect, from a

practical standpoint, in the adjusted tonnage rating,
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APPENDIX H

Comparison of Various Methods of Establishing Tonnage

Ratings

In the following, P.R.R. figures for traln resistance

will be used throughout. The methods that will be com-

pared are:

1, Flat Tonnage Rating

2. Adjusted Tonnage Rating

3, (Canadian Pacific Formula

4, The actual tonnage that should be handled

will be computed to show the percent of error that is intro-

duced by each method, The territory from East Deerfield

to Ayer, on the Boston and Maine, with a ruling grade of

1.09% will be taken as the district in question, and a

Boston and Maine class T-1b (2-8-4) locomotive will be

considered,

This locomotive has a tractive effort of 81,400 pounds up to

15 miles per hour (with a booster cut in). The weight on

drivers is 127.9 tons, and the lead and trailing truck and

tender weight (tender half loaded) 191.1 tons, on 9 axles.

This gives a total weight of 319 tons, with a level track

resistance of 4500 pounds, leaving 76,900 pounds for level

track drawbar pull at ten miles per hour, The grade resist-

ance of the locomotive on a 1.09% grade will be

1.09 x 20 x 319 or 6950 pounds, leaving 70,000 pounds avail-

able tractive effort up the grade,
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Basing the flat tonnage rating on 30 ton cars, a

flat rating of 70,000 + (5.8 + 1.09 x 20) or 2540 tons is

produced.

Basing the adjustedtonnage rating on the second

approximate method in the preceding appendix, the pull per

adjusted ton is 23.24, with a car factor of 4.&amp;4 (or 5 to

the nearest ton). This gives an adjusted tonnage rating

of 3010 tons,

For the Canadian Pacific Method, consider 3.3 pounds

per ton a fair level track resistance for a loaded car. (It

is the resistance for a 60 ton car, as indicated below). This

value gives a tonnage rating of 2790 on the C.P.R. method,

As the grade is 1,09%, this division falls in the #20%"

range,

The actual tons for three trains will be computed,

the first composed of cars of an average weight of 20 tons,

the second of 40 tons, and the third of 60 tons. The first

column in the table gives the average weight of car 1n the

trim, the second the actual tonnage based on the following

resistances - for 20 ton cars 7.0 pounds per ton; for 40 ton

cars, 4,2 pounds per ton; and for 60 ton cars, 3.3 pounds

per ton, The third column gives the actual tonnage handled

according to the flat rating method, the fourth column giving

the percentage error; the fifth and sixth similarly for the

adjusted tonnage rating method, and the seventh and eighth
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for the Canadian Pacific Method.

Weight Drawbar Flat Ratin
of Cars Pull Tons A
RATING o « + o o o s + » 2540 . .

Adjusted C.P.R.
Tons % Tons &amp;%
T3010... 2790

20 tons 2430 2540  +4.9 2400 =-0,1 2320 -0.3

60 tons 2790 e540 -9.0 2780 0.0 2790 0.0

Thus it is seen that the flat tonnage rating badly overloads

the engine on light cars, and underloads them on heavy cars

to an even greater extent, while the other two methods give

results well within any reasonable limits; this being a

fairly heavy grade territory, with a small car factor, the

error in the flat rating is not as great as it would be in

a more nearly level territory. Accordingly for further

comparison, another territory with a ruling grade of only

0.44 will be assumed. Working on the above basis the

following ratings are found:

Flat rating « « « « « « 5580 tons

Adjusted tonnage rating. £500 tons Car Factor 11,9 (12)Canadian Pacific rating . 500 tons 30% territory

On this basis, the following results are secured:

Weight Drawbar Flat Ratin Adjusted C.P.R,of Cars Pull Tons 2 Tons % Tons %
Rat ing e © © eo eo oo = » 5580 ® oo eo oo 7800 s ee oo 6500

20 tons 4900 5580 417.9 4870 0.0 5000 42.0
40 tons 6020 5580 =~ 7.3 6000 0,0 6050 0.0
60 tons 6500 F580 -1L4,2 6500 0.0 6500 0.0

This example, of course, borders on the absurd, as no train

would be made up 279 empties (as called for by the flat

rating) still the error continues in the figures for heavier cars,and
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6500 tons is by no means a heavy train for roads in the

coal section of the country, where 12,000 ton trains

are not unheard of, and the example shows even more

clearly the advantages of some sort of adjustment,

It was not considered practical to include the

mean resistance ratio method in the above comparison, as

it would have merely meant back-figuring the correct

ratios to apply to the car weights, and then applying

them, with the result that the answer would have come out

exact in each case, and nothing would be proved. The

principal advantage of this system 18 in trains made up

of cars of varying weights (which, of course, always occur

in practice) with the proper ratio applied to each individual

car. It is probably more accurate than even the adjusted

tonnage rating method in such cases,
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APPENDIX I

Graphical Methods of Establishing

Adjusted Tonnage Ratings

There are two or three feaslble graphical methods

available, which involve a considerable amount of preliminary

work, but once the necessary curves have been made up, it

is a very quick matter to establish a rating for any loco-

motive on any ruling grade,

In the first of these, involving the smallest amount

of preliminary work, but more work in the application, in-

volves two curves, The first of these is a car factor

curve, in which the car factor is plotted against the rate

of grade, In the second curve, the adjusted tonnage rating

for 10,000 pounds available tractive effort behind the tender

is plotted against the percent of grade. These two curves

are shown in Plate I, To establish a rating, it 1s necessary

to pick off from the curve the rating for the grade in

question, and multiply this by the available tractive effort

behind the tender of the locomotive in question, This latter

figure 1s the net level track tractive effort at the desired

speed, reduced by the grade resistance for the grade in

question, For example, taking a Boston and Maine class T-1lb

locomotive at ten miles an hour, with an 0.8% ruling grade,

we find the following:
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Level track tractive effort 76,900 1b,
Grade resistance 0.8 x 20 x 319 5,100
Net available T.E.on 0.8% grade 71,800

From curves, as shown by dotted line, the adjusted tonnage

rating for 10,000 1b. T.E. on an 0.8% grade is 575 tons,

575 times 7.18 gives 4130 tons, which would be the rating

for a district with an 0,8% ruling grade, to be passed at

10 n,p.h, From the other curve, we find the car factor

to be 6.4, (the correct value to use being 6).

The second readily applicable graphical method requires

somewhat more preliminary work, but can be applied in a

very few minutes to any ruling grade. The chart shown in

Plate II is drawn up, one curve being drawn for each type

of locomotive. The method of drawing the chart is as

follows:

First, enter the scales of grade, pull per adjusted

ton, and tonnage rating on the right hand edge, bottom,

left hand edge of the chart, respectively. The scales

used are immaterial, but should be as large as is convenient,

Second, draw the straight line marked "Grade Line,

its slope being such that it indicates the relation between

grade and pull per adjusted ton correctly - in other words,

fits the equation

FP=2 » 2Ca

Third, from a table drawn up,as is the one at the end

of Appendix H, divide the top margin to indicate the car
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factor corresponding to the various values of pull per

adjusted ton, In this, the section shown for a car

factor of 4 includes all values between 3,5 and 4.5, etc,

Fourth, compute the values of adjusted tonnage rating

for the type of locomotive involved for different values

of "Pull per Adjusted Ton" at the speed desired. The

computations for this are shown in Appendix I-2 for

five types - T-lab, S8-1lab, with and without booster,

K-8bc (with 2004 Boiler Pressure) and B-15a locomotives

of the Boston and Maine R.R. A departure from standard

practice of computation here greatly simplifies the work,

Instead of calculating the actual straight level track

drawbar pull from the rated tractive effort of the loco-

motive, the rated tractive effort is corrected only for

machine friction by deducting the weight on drivers in

tons times 25 pounds per ton, This gives a hypothetical

straight level track drawbar pull, in which no allowance

is made for the resistance of the locomotive, other than

machine friction, Dividing this tractive effort by any

given value of pull per adjusted ton gives the adjusted

tonnage that the drive wheels will pull, and deducting

the weight of the locomotive (in actual tons) gives the

adjusted tonnage that the locomotive will handle behind the

tender. The error introduced comes from assuming that

the straight level track resistance of the locomotive

(exclusive of machine friction) is equal to the pull per
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adjusted ton, but the error is much smaller than the other

errors inherent in the adjusted tonnage rating method.

The whole problem of locomotive resistance (particularly

the machine friction) is empirical, and the actual amount

that the tractive effort should be reduced to account for

machine friction is variously placed from 20 to 30 pounds

per ton on the drivers, and it is commonly assumed constant,

regardless of speed, which is probably incorrect,

Fifth, plot the values of tonnage rating against pull

per adjusted ton,

The chart is used as fullows: To determine the

adjusted tonnage rating and car factor for a run with a

given ruling grade, enter the chart at the right hand edge,

at the percent of grade specified. Go horizontally until

the grade line is met, Vertically above this point will

be found the car factor, and vertically below the pull per

adjusted ton, Go vertically up or down until the curve

for the locomotive in question is met, then horizontally

to the left will be found the adjusted tonnage rating of

the locomotive, The dotted lines on the chart indicate

the method, the rating for a ruling grade of 0.76%, corres—-

ponding to the run from Mechanieville to North Adans,

being shown for all five types of locomotive, as follows:

8-1lab with booster .
T=1ab ¢« « ¢ o o oo «

S~lab without booster
K-8bc , + o o &amp;

B-15a ., .

3
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In this connection, it is of interest to note that the "AM

(or normal) rating for the T-lab locomotive on this run

as now published by the Boston and Maine is 4254, and that

for the S-1ab without booster is 3784, the difference

being 46 tons in the first case, and only 6 tons in the

second,

Comparing all of the published ratinge with those derived

from the chart, we find the following:
Rating

Grade Pub, Chart Error
T-lab Locomotive

McVille to North Adams
E.Deerfield to E.Gardner
Ayer to E,Deerfield
E.Deerfield to McVille
Concord to White River Jct.
White River Jct. to Concord
Ayer to Portland
Portland to Lowell

0.76%  uash
1.10 £7:2
1.36 2186

LE1. «7
1-58 28d0,84 18
0.80 4820

S-1labw't&gt;out Booster
McVille to North Adams 5,784
E.Deerfield to E.Gardner “1
Ayer t0 E.Deerfield 7
E.Deerfield to McVille
Concord to White River Jct.
White River Jct. to Concord
Ayer to Portland
Portland to Lowell

»

4300
3000
2380
2870
2620
2630
722011 50

3.90
2°90
2310
2b 5
er NJ

«10ES
=m
a

A

2

3

1

B
4

9%
- 144

‘

%

K-&amp;bec T.oromotives
Greenfield to White River Jct, 1.28 2143 1260White River Jct. to Claremont 1.34 1715 1480 4
Olaremont to East Northfield 0,88 2711 2200  -1,%
Jefferson to Bowman 2,11 802 a + 6%Berlin to Bowman 2.14 794 gho + 6%

That these results are as close as they are, indicates that

the method outlined is not seriously in error, and can be

applied tentatively until definite operating results can be

observed under the ratings so derived,
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A factor entering into the results given is the

small scale of the chart included herewith, It ig diffi-

cult to plot it accurately and to read it closely. A

chart intended for actual use should be at least double

the size of this one, and preferably even larger,

A further point of error lies in the fact that the

grades given were not properly corrected for length of

train, as outlined in Appendix J. This could easily throw

a considerable error in the results, particularly in the

case of the heavy power, where the ratings are so high

that the train would probably not all be on the ruling

grade at the same time,

It is in the trial and error method of determining

the equivalent grade that the chart here presented is most

useful, saving as it does many laborious calculations,
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APPENDIX I-1

Computations for 10,000 Pound Available Tractive Effort

Adjusted Tonnage Ratings Curve. (Plate I). |

Pull per Adjusted Tons
Ton (F) (10,000 + F)

Car Factor
112K —- ===( ) F

Level
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.300:80
0.59
0.60
0.70
0.380
0.90
1,00
1,10

1.201,Le1.5
1.6)
1.70
1.80
1.90
2,00
2,20
2,40
2,60
2,80
3.00

l.4
2.4

iygH
Ji13.4

13,4
15.4
2 L19,
21.4
23,4
*59.14
SL.33.

u40
53.

JU20

7140
1160
2940
2270
1850
1350i

745
650

1062
425
395
365
340
320
300
280
268
2he
220

202187
174
163

80,0
46,6
3.025

20.7
15.1
11,9
9.8
8.3
7.3

1

g
y 2

4,8
4.4

423e
3.6
3.4
3.2

«03:8
2.7
2.5
2.3
2,1
2.0
1.8

»-

yr

-
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APPENDIX I-2

Qomputations for General Ten Mile Per Hour Adjusted

Tonnage Rating Curves

These curves will be drawn for the following locomotives:

1, B. &amp; M. T-1lab (There is a slight difference between these

Locomotives , but not enough to warrant separate curves).

B., &amp; ¥. 8-1lab with booster,

3, B. &amp; M. 8-lab without booster,

4. B, &amp; M. X-8bc with 200# boiler ——~ssure.-

5. B. &amp; M. B-lb5a.

The following are the rn  =n “= Ily
 oi
-

NE
“drrtions of these loco-

motives:

T-lab S-1ab
with

booster

S-1ab
without
booster

K-8be
200#
Press

B-1Ha

Type e © © eo + eo eo eo | 2-3-1 2-10-2

Rated T.E.(85% B.P.) . 81400 84i00
Weight on drivers . . 304000 362300
Total weight(E.&amp; T.) , 609400 599900

NOTE: ~- In computing weight on drivere, the weight on one trailing

axle has been included in the T-lab, and a similar weight in the

8-1ab to cover machine friction in the booster,

2-10-2
71300

308500
F7n=~ a

Deduction for engine friction, to produce the hypothetical

net level track drawbar pull referred to in Appendix I.

25 x Weight on drivers (in tons)

T-lab :
S-1ab :
S-]12b*;
K=-3bec
B=1bha :

25 x 152,0
25 x 1481,2
25 x 154,3
25 x 95.3 «=
25 x 62.5 =

£500
35002100
1600

*Wi1t hout booster
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Deducting these figures from the total tractive effort, we have

the following new straight level track drawbar pulls:

T-1lab .

S-1lad .

S-lab?!.
K~-8be .

B-15a . -

77600
“900

+06
“800

Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight

304,{
00.0ne

»

-

On this page will be found the adjusted tonnage ratings for

these locomotives for various values of pull per adjusted ton

from which the curves in Plate II are drawn,

The following table of adjusted tonnage ratings for

various locomotives is calculated as follows:

A.T.R = (T.E. + P) - Ww

where

Pull per
Adj.Ton

T.E,:

2.0
4,0
6,0
8.0

10.0
12.0
14,0
16,0
18,0
20,0
22.0
24,0
26.0
28.0
30,0
32.0

36:36.0
38,0
10.0

A. T.R = adjusted tonnage rating
T.E. = hypothetical straight level track tractive

effort as computed on previous page.
P = pull per adjusted ton
W = total weight, Engine and Loaded Tender,in tons

Adjusted Tonnage Rating

S-1ab with S-lab with- K-8be
Booster out Booster 2004 B,P,

79900 67400 45800

T-1lab B-1bha

77600 23700

38500
19100
12630

9400
T7460
6160

P20550
4010
3580
3230
2930
2630
2470
2280
2120
1980
1850

170ieho

39650
19680
1 7N20

A90
£300

S100ih
3700
3330
3030
2770
2550
2360
2200
2050
1920
1800
1700
1600

33410
16560
10840

g140
6450
3300220

392034.60
3080
2770
2520
2300
2120
1960
1820
1690
1580
1480
1400
132Q

22720
11270

oC
3630
3090
2680
2360
2110
1900
1720

1280130

1301
1160
109C
1020
960

11720
5800
3820
28140
2240
1850
1570
1360
1190
1060

950
60
790
720
660
610
570
530
500
470
hh
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APPENDIX J

Ruling Grade Vs, Length of Train

In choosing the ruling grade of a district it must be

remembered that the length of the train enters into the ques-

tion to a considerable extent, For example, if the steepest

grade of a district is one of 2,0%, 1000 feet long, between two

long descending grades, this would be the ruling grade for a

train of less than 25 cars, and might be so for longer trains,

depending on the other grades of the district, However, with

a long train of 125 cars, only one fifth of the train is on

the ascending grade, and four-fifths is on the adjacent des-

cending grades, and if the descending grades are 0.5% or

steeper, the net effect is of level track, the 2.0% grade being

eliminated from consideration for very long trains, This

embodies no consideration of momentum grades, but merely the

fact that only a small part of the train is on the steep grade,

The above is an extreme case, but illustrates the

principle. In practice, the more normal case would be of a

profile with grades as follows:

5000 feet ~°
2000 feet
2000 fee*
1000 fre+
3000 fee:
12°9 =

4
*

\

7

y

 ry

In a case such as this, it is necessary to arrive at the

rating by a process of trial and error, First, assume an
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average car weight, which normally occurs on the run, Perusal

of tonnage records for a period of time will disclose this

figure, We will assume this to be 40 tons. Taking the

steepest grade, determine the tonnage rating, For a T-lab,

from Plate II, we find this, for a 1.0% grade to be 3300 tons,

with a car factor of 5. With forty ton cars, this gives

73 cars, or a train length of 3000 feet, including the engine,

Placing the train on the profile in the worst position, we have

1000 feet on the 1.0% grade, and 2000 feet on the 0.8%, This

gives a total rise of (0.01 x 1000 - 0,008 x 2000) feet, or 26

feet in 3000, giving an "Equivalent Grade" of 0.87%. From

the chart, we find the rating as 3800 tons, with a car factor

of 6; giving 83 cars, or a train length of 3400 feet. The

worst position is still with 1000 feet on the 1.0% grade, and

2400 feet on 0.8% grade, giving a total rise of 29,2 feet in

3400, or an equivalent grade of 0,86%. This grade shows 3850

tons, with a car factor of 6, and is probably close enough for

practical purposes, until operating results can be observed,

On the other hand, the track charts must be examined to be

sure that there is no other grade steeper than 0,86% in the

district, that may be the ruling grade.

Suppose now that the same profile is to be rated for a

K-8bc locomotive, On the 1,0% grade, the chart gives 1970

tons, car factor 5; or WU cars, making a length of 1850 feet,

Placing this with 1000 feet on the 1,0%, and 850 on the 0,8%

gives a rise of 16.8 feet in 1850, or an equivalent grade of
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0.91%. The second approximation gives 2150 tons, car factor 6,

producing an equivalent grade of 0.90%, close enough to try out

in practice, However, this showg that the same profile pro-

duces a ruling grade of 0.86% for heavy power, and 0,90% for

medium power,

Practical cases may be more complicated, if there are a

series of very short grades diff~ring quite widely in steepness,

but the principle 18 the same:

1, Pick the probable ruling grade,

2, Pind rating on this grade.

3. Determine probable train length, and place train

of this length in worst position on grade,

4, Determine the net rise in this train length,

Hh. Calculate percent of grade corresponding to

this rise and distance.

6. With this new grade, unless it is r*thin 0.01%

of the original assumption, repeat the process. Repeat as

many times as is necessary to produce the desired accuracy.

After some experience, the third trial will usually be

satisfactory.
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APPENDIX KX

Passenger Ratings

As outlined in the body of this thesls, a locomotive

cannot handle freight tonnages at passenger train speeds, This

is due to two causes, first, the train resistance increases

rapidly with the speed, and secondly, the locomotive available

tractive effort falls off even more rapidly as the speed

increases,

Appendix B indicates that a locomotive operating at U5

miles per hour can handle only 42% of the tonnage it can handle

at 14 miles per hour, The table following indicates the

corresponding percentages for various types of Boston and laine

locomotives, the two speeds considered being 10 m,p.,h., and

45 m,p.h, It is assumed that passenger trains will be

scheduled to pass the ruling grade at the latter speed,

Type

A-U1
B-15
8-15
J-1
P-2
P=3

fpeed Tons Capacit Percent
Factor 10 m.p.h, 05 m.p.h, at High Speed

0.502
0.42
Cue
C
(

1080
1530
1250
1270
1920

420
470
420
470
610

 3
 6

)
J

Ly

-

ol"

The above assumes a 0.5% grade, and Schmidt's figures for

passenger car resistance (65-ton cars) throughout. Accordingly,

the results differ somewhat from those given in Appendix B,

where freight car resistances were used for the low speed,

and the low speed was taken at 14 m,p.h, instead of 10,
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However, it is shown that the high speed capacity is in

the vicinity of one-third of the low speed capacity. Thus,

if the passenger ratings be taken as one-third of the flat

freight ratings the error will not be large. It would, of

course, be preferable to draw up an entirely new set of

figures, basing the locomotive classification on the high

speed tractive efforts, which may not be in the same ratios

as the tractive efforts at low speed, due to the differing

speed factors (as indicated in the table above). In this

case, the process would be exactly the same as that used

for freight ratings, using 45 m.p.h, available tractive

efforts, and passenger car resistances for that speed.

It 1s not considered worth while to use adjusted ratings

for passenger work, as car weights are comparatively uniform,

In fact, it is quite common to use a car rating, instead of

a, tonnage rating, publishing the number of coaches an engine

will handle, with a ratio between pullman cars and coaches,

if they are to be used. That is, six pullmans would be

considered the equal of seven coaches, As passenger trains

must maintain their schedule much more accurately than freight

trains, a larger margin of safety to allow for unforseen delays

being made up, etc., should be allowed. This would amount

to a margin of one car, at least; i.e. 1f an engine should handle

seven cars, it should be listed for six, This would allow

of an extra car being put into the train if necessary, would

allow for one or two pullmans in place of coaches, and would

rive a margin to allow for making up lost time if necessary,
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APPENDIX L

Form for Keeping Record of Freight Train Performance

On the following page is shown a form which would be

suitable for the keeping of a running record of the performance

of freight trains, keeping each train separately, so that

a quick check can be made if desired.

As outlined in the text of this thesis, it is deeir-=ble

to break many of the runs into two or more portions, for

greater ease in keeping track of the percentage of rating

handled, This 1s the reason for the item "Sheet No." on

the forn,

In the event that the run is cver a section of the

road which has no adjusted tonnage ratings established, the

word "Adjusted" would be crossed out in the heading, and

the space for car factor would be left blank, The ratings

entered in the space provided in the heading should be the

limiting single engine rating for the portion of the run

covered by the sheet,

Most of the column headings are self-explanatory. In

the column headed "Total Rating" should be entered each day

the limiting rating applying to the day, depending on the

power used, This would be the sum of the ratings of the

principal and helper engines, if that becomes the limiting

rating. The entry for the column headed "Adjusted Tons"

consists of the actual tons plus the car factor times the

nuammper Cu. cars A



Train No._

FREIGHT TRAIN PERFORMANCE, MONTH OF

Sheet No. From

Rating - 200 class___ __

175 class__
115 class_

. class_

“5dijueted Tons0 Car Factor
Hn )

 ”"

Schedule time (Minutes)_

Date Prin, Eng,
No. [Cices

- glper Helped

Class From! *on
Total

Ravin”
No.
Cars

Tons
Act 1 Ad] Time

Gain or
~~ Loss

ry

—aa—n

 —_—
—

'

.

—

ha

Total
Percentage of Rating Utilized

Remarks:
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In the column headed "Time" 18 entered the actual

running time for the day, and the columns headed "Gain

or Loss" is for the number of minutes by which the train

beat or exceeded its scheduled running time, Under remarks

may be entered notes of any unusual delays, resulting in

seriously large entries in the last column, or any other

special incidents,

Probably it would be advisable to make the form on

"Legal Length" paper, allowing more space per line for the

entries in the main body of the form, If the form is

on 8 1/2" by 13% paper, there is room for 1/4" per line in

the body, with plenty of room for remarks at the bottom,

This would give room for double entries of helpers, if

two are used, etc,

If desired the form could be printed in Hektograph

ink, and copying ink could be used for the entries, This

would permit of several copies being made at the end of

the month, for distribution to Buperintendents, yard

masters, etc,

The following page shows the form filled out with

the data for PM-1l as given in Appendix NM.



Train No._FPM-1_
FREIGHT TRAIN PERFOKMANCE, MONTH OF November (980

Sheet No. 3 From E Deerfield ~7- Ville

Rating - 200 class_2Z&amp;0/ Adjusted Tons
175 class 2491 2 "
115 class_y&amp;bs_ "
/00 class /%/. "

Schedule time (Minutes)_ 34

Date | Prin, BEng.
No. lass
oy 200
“ooo 200

2 Roo
202 OD_
o/F  RoO
3oz2a | /75
oz] 2200p

Joos 1375”
“0, A000
300 200

OR A A400vo/ 2
5 ExJos lb 200
30/9 200
doze 175
Yor V200

o/ Roo

er 700*o/ X00

O22 “od
003 | 200

 PdLLU1TF
_ leo 475

3o05— 1/75 2133
i. —— = . -

Foz [175 | —.
S300 A 175 1 "Ad

rotar | — | — 1 — — [=
Percentage of Rating Utilized_7%:5/

Remarks:

Ave, rennmg time 25% min.

Tram delayed by wreck oe”
Fphbedr on dmih rep.

Helper Helped | Total No. Tons Gain or
No. [Class |From| to]Rating Cars [Act [Adj 'Time| Loss
26490] 115 |£.0|ER] fe 0 so) |8%0/ 127
2660 its |+ In 1446 |3370137452% oo
304% "175 1 willsaga| 2372] 210714,37 [128

1 280] 217% pa 32)2801 -q 2410 ” oo

n NAd H/5 “7 8166 |366/ wo | HI)

leg eC[75 2995 |3%5 239 | Lb
2 Ad “H)] 15~|3550 328 | 17°

Lp | y= 2136(247083 n_._
" [rcv 5292 -0_ 323%|363% 270 | 75

B 2891 7_1az2l17{aée2. 221 |i2
| 280) 0 )pa6l|l326 19? (i15¢

2801 + “9 22872634, 295| 50 et Hos Tr Tas
“%0/ TY |243y [27783321 | 18

EX ¥ '3)5G|357¢)| 225 |/120!
&gt; 502 7 (29%2|272712]0 |/35|
280) ' 5 11M3[43/% 205 |/40!
280] &gt; 1586 18%] 225|[20]
250] | -4 2/709 a4afjzre0 145"
y | 29743479 |233 [112

2/6 |/03 |3003|35/8) 252 |93)
“Jio [2728|3%I% | 28% | &amp;J

S6ozL 7 2) Yol29475 197 1/98
24a 1 “1135 |/320" 203 |/42
 ek 66 )924 2229 237 |)o}

F788 Tx] 7377-75/2 236 110%

ee HESEStar© ase o

, 7062] 8/2721 7370|2635] —

2877 So oA oid ne
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APPENDIX M

Tabulation of Data of Performance of PM-1 for the Month

of November, 1930

The tables on the following pages show the performance

of train PM-1, operating from Rigby, Maine, to Mechanicville,

New York, during November, 1930. The run is divided into

three sections, the first being from Rigby to Ayer, the

second from Ayer to East Deerfield, and the third from East

Deerfield to Mechanilcville, The two intermediate points

are those at which tonnage is dropped or picked up, as

indicated by the schedule, presented on page .

In the tables, the first column gives the date;

the second the number of the principal engine; the third,

the number of the helper, if any; the fourth the points be-

tween which a helper was used; the fifth the rating class

of the principal engine; the sixth, the class of the

helper; the seventh, the number of cars in the train; the

eighth, the actual tonnage; the ninth, the adjusted tonnage;

and the tenth, the adjusted rating, allowing for the helper,
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PM-1 Rigby to Ayer

Date

Es

P

10
11
12
114
15
16
L1&amp;
19
20
21
22
22
22
2b
27
23
29
30

Prin,
Eng.

4ook

3000001
3019
3026
2698

3029000
3021

10%14

2001: 14
01We

1020
3021
2037

Fo1e010
3025
390001
4006
4011
400%
3017

fons1012
kool

Helper Between Class
Prin,

200
200
200
200
175
115
175
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
175
175
200
200
175
200
200
200
200
200
175
200
200

2634 Riby Ayer

Total tons from Rigby . . .

Total Cars from Rigby . - .
Total adjusted tons . .
Potential adjusted tons , .
Percentage of rating . .

Class
Helper

100

95247
2717

116998
142130

82,32

Cars

20
aii

122

%
gl

102

12oi
112
116
108

85
55
98

1102
183

64
89

100
T€
70

103

Act, Adj. Rat-
Tons.Ton, ing

284E 4820
“21 4820

La 5729 Lg20
159 2007 4820
2752 pez L332
3382 958 EE1

in an1 07 8&amp;03600 620 £20
2416 3048 '820
2606 3270 '&amp;203286 fo g 1820
soul 4540 "&amp;20
120 os 11.8203916 4774 4820

3165 3845 L4&amp;20
1867 2307 4332
3509 en 4332
2853 32 Lg20223° 35% Lg20shy W326 L332
33L% L10€ 820
3687 4502 1g20
21. 7 2621 820

29l5 221 "820
3560 360 oex9 35 3320.2 391k 48203.7 L601 4820
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PM-1 Ayer to East Deerfield

Between Class Class
Prin, Helper

Date Prin, Helper
Eng.

4017
Looo

Cars Act. Adj. Rat-
Ton, Ton. ing

“756 4136 47871
2

Fitchburg
Ayer
Fitchburg
Ayer
Ayer
Fitchburg
Ayer
Fitchburg
Ayer
Fitchburg

- Ayer

c Fitchburg
c. .« Fitchburg
7°"9 Ayer

Gardner
Jardner
Gardner
E. Deer...
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Jardner
Gardner
Gardner
E. Deer,

200 A o—-

;
2

4017

102817
3022

4017

3005

4o17

Loos022
ho17
pL!017
301%

200
200
200
200

hy

)

J
 5
&amp;1
77

"976 4787

45h3 Susy
3758 4202 4787

3819 L4aou7 4783950 W374 HH

1

200 111

200
200

Te™

 4d
 -—

107
106

9
10
11
12
111
15

200
200
200
200
200
200

115
175

79

2uz
75

100

] +

1 ,0
1 5k
27-5
7,29

2479 2220 1933385 2126
1534 2186
3005 3487
3469 3487

Po — 3 Fitchwg
Ayer
Ayer
Ayer
Ayer
Ayer

Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
E.Deer,
Gardner

115
15

16
14
19
20
21

4017
301117

3021017
3021

4017

200
200
175
200
200
200

230
200
HA

108

106C
Hé
go
49

Lr og
.L2
2709
1905
2g:
Lo

Leo 4787
3992 4372
3013 3246
2129 2186
2319 3487
116 3487

7410 4022 4787

ho24 4787
3190 £35!3856 4372
2299 3246
2051 3246

ne

D&gt; "ho

=~
2 £8
eur
2710
2668
4003
2668
2708
2641
2710
2708
2668
2703
or re

Ayer
Ayer
Ayer
Fitchburg
Ayer
Fitchburg
Fitchburg
Ayer
Fitchburg
Fitchburg
ayer
Fitchburg
Fitchburg
Fitchburg
Ayer
Fitchburg

Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
SJardner
Gardner
Fardner
Gardner
E.Deer,
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Cardner

1:5
aw.

-

29
200

pa

103

oh
2
27

Loo2
ho17
3011
3002
3005

200
200
200
175
175

 0)
115
200

115

7711“
7

28 30225 3020
30 2674

175
1

in 43166 4sh1 313 2650 1214
68 2-94 2866 32LE

12D) 230 73 3416 3708 3902

.

Total cars » « « « 2518

Total flat tons . &amp;9587
Total adj. tons . 99659
Total pot.adj.tons 114437

% of rating 87.08
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PM-1 Fast Deerfield to Mechanicville

Date Prin.
Eng,

L

2
4017
4000
4017

HE17
3022
3021

£00517

oe2
4017
3017
3016
3029

£028012
4017

Poel017

F02103
4002
4o17
2011
2002
3005
3027
3022
7002

10
11
12
17
™
15
16
17
153
19
20
21
22
21
27
27
28
29
70

Helper Between

2660
301&amp;

E.Deer.
E. Deer.

E.Portal
Johnson

2670
2732
2720

E.Deer.
E. Deer,
E.Deer.

No.Adans
E. Portal
No, Adams

2009 E.Deer. YeVille

2679

271AE
E. Deer. E.Portal

E.Deer.
E. Deer.

E.Portal
¥cVille

2607
2605
270
Lor

E.Deer.
E.Deer
E.Deer,
E. Deer.

E.Portal
E.Portal
McVille
VceVilleJ

27--7 E.Deer., McoVille

2677 E.Deer. No,Adams

Class Class (Cars Act, Adj. Rat-
Prin, Helper Ton, Ton, ing

200
200
200
200
200
175
200
175
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
175
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
1

115
115
175

80

I&gt;cL
2

3001 3401 UL66
377. 3745 L466
2” 72 2707 Ha92
217h 2505 2801
2b, 2805 2801
316o 3661 4158
29°93 3460 L466
3115 3090 415821° 2476 2g01
22° 36354 5292
221 26C" 2801
112. 132 2801
2283 2¢- 2801
270. 21F3 L466
2! 277 2801
- 759. 4158
2- 2727 5602
1 1318 2801
17 1841 2801
21- 2423 2801
2c 3479 hLe6
3077 Ans L2162%ed 2478 UU466
2140 2475 5602
1132 1320 24911924 2224 2491
2377 2%12 4158

1950 2195 ohio
3016 3421 4158

115
115
115

175

Ca
x
of
68
&amp;0
77
I'Y
69
Cl
68
gg
 Hh

115

115
200

4

J
gh

115 $7
115 10,
115 110G
gor 67

a

2!

-«

os
 nd'

r J

h,
4

1 Fa37 115
49
a1

Total Cars « « + . . « 2129

Total Actual Tons . . . . «70627

Total Adjusted Tons . . . . 81272

Potential Adjusted Tons . +109073
Percent of Rating . . « « [4.51

# « Wreck at Charlemont resulted in so great a delay that data
did not appear in daily report,



99.

PM-1 Summary

Act.Tons Adj. Tons

Portland to Ayer 9n247 116998
Ayer to East Deerfield 89587 99659
East Deerfield to 70627 g81272

UcVille

Pot.Tons % of Rat,

142130 82,32
114437 87.08
109323 TH, 34

Righy to Ayer:

On one day the train exceeded the adjusted rating by

224 tons, On this day, it lost only 40 minutes on its

schedule, and it did worse than that on many other days, Or

4 other days the tonnage was within one car of the rating,

However, on 15 days, a 200-class engine was used when a

smaller one would have sufficed, while on 2 of these days

a 115 class would have handled the train, One of the days

when a 175-class engine was used, a 100-class would have

sufficed,

Aver to East Deerfield:

On one day the rating was exceeded by a few tons,

and on two other days it was closely gpproached. In no case

was a helper used unnecessarily, but there were many days

when a 200-class was used as a principal engine when a 175-

class would have sufficed, or when smaller helpers could have

been used, On ten days two 1ll5-class helpers were used, In

every case one of these could have been replaced with a 100-

class or smaller engine,



a3,

Fast Deerfield to McVille:

On one day the rating was exceeded by a few tons,

and "™ ~ne other day it was closely epproached. However,

« helpers were used unnecessarily, although it appears

that they were used rather than running them light from

East Deerfield to McVille, This represents 6.62% of the

25, 66% of potential tonnage unused. However, there were

sever instances of 200-class engines being used when smaller

would have sufficed,

Following are the schedul:

from Symbol Book #18:

ry a
dob soneist =f PM-1, taken

Rigby
Ayer . .

Ayer . o

E.Deerfield
E.Deerfield .

lMlechanicvil™

Lv,
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv,
i

9.15 P.M,
3.15 A.M.30 AN,
£,00 A.M,
£.15 4.1,
2 PH,

Rg

Yonsins:e Cars for and via D&amp;H-Mechanicville;
Rutland-Bellows Falls; and NY(O -
Troy, filling out with cars for and
via Ayer.

Aver: Pick up cars for and via D&amp;H-Me-
chanicville and NYO,Troy. Connects
with A-X 1 and L-B - 1.

E. Deerfield: Drops all but cars for and via D&amp;H,
picking up cars for and via D&amp;H,
Connects with B-T 1.

Mechanicville: Connects with D&amp;H trains M-B 6 -
6.30 P.M., M-W 4 - 10,00 P.M,




